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Organisation of this Thesis

The subject of this thesis is the NMR investigation of zeolites. The nature and properties

of zeolites are discussed in chapter 1. Zeolite structures appearing in the more experimental

chapters of this thesis will be emphasized. In chapter 2, some of the basic principles of

NMR will be presented, especially the NMR experiments on quadrupolar nuclei. Chapter 3

discusses in detail a special NMR technique for the study of quadrupolar nuclei, namely a

two-dimensional nutation experiment. In this chapter the theory is presented of the nutation

experiment for quadrupolar spin species with spin quantum number | as well as | . For both

spin species, the theoretical spectra are compared with experimental results. This chap-

ter also shows that the nutation experiment can be performed with several pulse schemes.

Chapter 4 deals with some experimental aspects of nutation NMR, here it is shown how

phase-sensitive pure-absorption nutation spectra can be obtained and an NMR-probe is pre-

sented that is capable of performing NMR experiments at high (up to 500 °C) temperatures.

The nutation NMR technique, as discussed in Chapter 3, will be applied in Chapter 5 to

sodium cations in zeolite NaA. For this purpose a number of zeolite samples were prepared

that contained different amounts of water. With the aid of nutation NMR the hydration

ijf the zeolite can be studied and conclusions can be drawn about the symmetry of the sur-

rounding of the sodium cations.

Chapter 6 reports an extension of the nutation NMR experiment: Rotary Echo Nutation

NMR. With the aid of this experiment, it is shown that in zeolite NaA, in various stages of

hydration, the sodium cations or water molecules are mobile. In Chapter 7, proof is given

by means of high-temperature 23Na-NMR that dehydrated zeolite NaA undergoes a phase

transition at ca. 120 °C.

Chapter 8 reports an NMR investigation of several halogenide-sodalites.

The final chapter, chapter 9, reports a high-temperature NMR investigation of zeolite ZSM-

5, where it is shown that the sodium ions start to execute motions when the temperature is

increased.

Some of the chapters in this thesis appeared in the literature:

• Chapter 3; this is a combination of two articles:

I= | ; R. Janssen and W. S. Veeman, J. Chem. Soc, Faraday Trans. 1, 84:3747, 1988.
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I= | ; J.A.M. Van der Mijden, R. Janssen and W. S. Veeman, accepted for publication

in Molec. Physics.

• Chapter 5; G. A. H. Tijink, R. Janssen and W. S. Veeman, J. Am. Chem. Soc,

109:7301, 1987.

• Chapter 6; R. Janssen, G. A. H. Tijink and W. S. Veeman, J. Chem. Phys., 88:518,

1988.

• Chapter 7; R. Janssen, G. A. H. Tijink, W. S. Veeman, Th. L. M. Maesen and

J. F. van Lent, J. Phys. Chem., 93:899, 1989.

• Chapter 8; R. Janssen, R. E. H. Breuer, E. de Boer and G. Geisma;-, Zeolites, 9:59,

1989.



Chapter 1 Zeolites
1.1 Introduction

1.1.1 General

The first observation of a zeolitic material was made in 1756 by A. F. Cronstedt,1 a Swedish

mineralogist, who noticed that some minerals produce bubbles when heated; a stone (greek:

lithos) that boils (greek: zeo), hence their name zeolite. Currently it is known that zeolites

are crystalline alumino-silicates composed of AIO4 and SiO4 tetrahedra, which build up a

network of channels and cavities.2 These microcrystalline voids are responsible for one of the

most important properties of zeolites: the ability to absorb molecules. It was this property

that caused the phenomenon observed by Cronstedt. By heating the material he removed

absorbed water molecules from the cages and channels.

Since the early discovery of the materials enormous efforts have been made in the investi-

gation of zeolites, culminating in 20,000 scientific contributions in the last 2 decades. Though

the beauty of the zeolite lattices attracts scientists and non-scientists, the main reason for

the efforts is formed by the properties of zeolites: they can be used as molecular sieves, ion

exchangers and catalysts. From these applications, the catalytic use is the most important;

the industrial cracking of components present in crude oil to products which can be used

as gasoline, is mainly performed by zeolites. These processes use tons of zeolitic materials

to generate thousands of liters of gasoline. Zeolites are capable of catalysing hundreds of

organic reactions. Famous, for instance, is the synthesis of gasoline (a mixture of n-alkanes,

n=5-8) from methanol, by zeolite ZSM-5.3'4

From an academic point of view, zeolites are a unique type of materials, for the highly

symmetric polyhedra as well as the micro-crystalline voids are considered to be perfect model

structures. In section 1.3, some applications of zeolites will be discussed in more detail.



1.1.2 Basic Structure

The framework of the zeolite is constructed through the linking of TCj-units (T = Si or Al)

via shared oxygen atoms (fig. 1.1); the only restriction here is that A1-0-A1 bonds may not

occur: the Loewenstein rule.5 FVom these simple TO.4-units a theoretically infinite number of

/\ /\ A
i Al Si

0 T)o wo d' o
1 it I I i

Figure 1.1: Linking of AlO^- and SiOi-tetrahedra.

frameworks can be designed. For example, when two TO.i-units are connected, the addition

of a third can already result in two possible structures. One can form a three-membered

chain or create a triangle by connecting the third T-atom to both TO4-units. The exten-

sion of this process of adding new TC^-units eventually leads to different three-dimensional

frameworks.

Practically, of course, nature is more careful; so far over 150 different zeolite structures

are known, consisting of approximately 40 natural zeolitic minerals and over 110 synthetic

materials. Espec-ally the number of synthetic zeolite structures is still increasing.

So far the charge of the zeolitic framework has not been considered, although it has con-

siderable implications upon the properties of the zeolites. When the framework is completely

composed of SiO,i-units, the formal charge of +4 of the silicon ion is compensated by four

oxygen ions, with a formal charge of -2 (actually - 1 , since it is shared by two silicon ions).

The isomorphous substitution of silicon by aluminium ions (formal charge +3) results in an

excess of negative charge. This charge has to be compensated, either by the replacement of

a silicon ion by an ion that has a formal charge of +5 or by non-framework cations, located

in the proximity of the negative centres. The first case, the substitution of Si4+ by P5+ ,

results in a totally new type of zeolite-like materials, known as AlPO's, where all silicon

atoms have been replaced by phosphorus atoms. In zeolites, the excess of negative charge



of the framework is balanced by cations Mn+ located in the voids of the framework. The

number of cations is related to the number of AlOi-units, so the general formula of a zeolite

can be written as :

Mx/n(A102)x(Si02)y • m H;.O.

The number of absorbed water molecules (m) depends of course on the size of the cavities

and pores. The silicon-aluminium ratio (Si/Al = ^) varies from 1 in specific synthetic zeolites

to infinity in silicates with zeolite structures. A Si/Al ratio less than 1, is prohibited by the

Loewenstein rule. The validity of this rule is demonstrated by the experimental observation

that all known zeolites have Si/Al ratios equal to or larger than 1.

1.2 Zeolite Structure

1.2.1 Lattices

SIR S6R DiR

D6R

Figure 1.2: Some secondary building units used to describe zeolite lattices; Single

n Ring (n=4, 6 or 8), and Double n Ring (n=4 or 6).

For the purpose of ordering the enormous amount of zeolite structures, Meier6 introduced

the concept of secondary building units (SBU's). These SBU's consist of four or more TO4-

units (the primary building units), coupled to simple rings or polyhedra (fig. 1.2). Here only

those SBU's are shown that describe the zeolite lattices appearing in this thesis; a more



complete description is found in the literature.6'7 When the SBU's are coupled with the aid

of simple symmetry operators as n-fold rotation axes or mirror planes, each zeolite lattice

can be constructed. In fig. 1.3 where some of the cage-like zeolites are shown, the silicon

and aluminium atoms are located on the corners, while the oxygen atoms (not shown), are

located approximately midway of the lines connecting the T-atoms.

Though the SBU's help to obtain insight into the zeolite structure, they are ambiguous

Figure 1.3: Cage type zeolite lattices, a) sodalite cage, b) sodalite, c) zeolite A, d)

faujasite (zeolite X and Y).

in the classification of zeolite lattices. This becomes clear when the sodalite lattice (fig. 1.36)

is considered; here both 4- (S4R) and 6-rings (S6R) are valid SBU's. To prevent this kind

of ambiguity Smith8"11 described the zeolite structure in terms of polyhedra, 1-dimensional

chains and 2-dimensional sheets of TCi-units. The sodalite structure can then be described

with the aid of a truncated octahedron, cubo-octahedron, /3-cage or sodalite cage (fig. 1.3a).

When 8 of these cubo-octahedra are linked by face sharing of the 4-membered rings, the

sodalite structure appears (fig. 1.3b). As indicated by the bold lined cubo-octahedra of

fig. 1.3b~d, a different linking of these polyhedra results in different zeolite lattices. The

coupling of 0—cages between 4-membered rings over T-O-T bridges results in zeolite A

(fig. 1.3°) and the faujasite structure (fig. 1.3d) is obtained when the /3—cages are connected



via the 6-membered rings.

Sodalite is unique in the sense that it contains only one type of microcrystalline cavity:

the /3-cage. The stacking of 8 sodalite cages results in a new /3-cage in the centre of these

8 cages (fig. 1.3b). The free diameter of the /?-cage is about 6.6 A and the aperture to this

cage, via the 6-rings, is 2.2 A. Thus only small molecules are able to enter these cage',

moreover, since the cages are also occupied by cations (section 1.2.2), only a small number

of these molecules can be absorbed.

Zeolite A, or Linde A, was the first synthetic zeolite with no counterpart in nature.12

The dimensions of the sodalite cages are the same as in the sodalite lattice but, as a result

of the different connection between the 0—cages, a new type of cage is constructed: the

so-called super- or a—cage. The free diameter of this superc^e is 11.4 A and its aperture,

via 8-membered rings, is 4.2 A.

The synthetic counterparts of the mineral faujasite are usually called zeolite X and Y,

depending upon the Si/Al ratio: 1 <-» 1.5 and 1.5 «-> oo for zeolite X and Y, respectively.

This distinction is made because of the higher thermal stability of zeolite Y compared to X,

which is brought about by the lower aluminium content of zeolite Y. Here the supercages

have a free diameter of about 12.7 A and the aperture, now via 12-membered rings, is 7.4 A.

Due to the larger cages and apertures, zeolite A as well as zeolite X and Y are more prone

to absorb both more and larger molecules.

Some zeolites contain pores or channels. Of these pore-type zeolites, ZSM-5 (Zeolite

5ocony Mobil) is the most important, because of its use in many industrial processes (section

1.3). The lattice consists of two types of pores, namely sinusoidal pores along the a axis and

straight pores running along the b axis (fig. 1.4). The lattice is constructed through proper

combination of 5-1 units (fig. 1.2). The apertures of the channels, via 8-membered rings, are

about 5.5 and 5.3 A for the straight and sinusoidal channels, respectively. The synthesis of

ZSM-5 can only be performed with a Si/Al ratio larger than 12 and as a result of this low

aluminium content it is believed that the lattice obtains its high thermal stability.



Figure 1.4: Structure of zeolite ZSM-S, (a) linkage of 5-1 units (heavily outlined)

to chains running along the c-axis, and (b) combination of chains to a (lOO)-face

of the ZSM-5 unit cell.

1.2.2 Cation Positions

The non-framework cations, which are necessary to balance the negatively charged

tetrahedra, occupy various positions in the zeolites. Their exact location depends upon fac-

tors like aluminium content, presence of absorbed molecules and the number and nature

of the absorbed molecules. When no absorbed species are present, the cations are usually

located close to the oxygen atoms of one or more A104-units. The absorption of polar

molecules, like water or ammonia, tends to increase the distance between the cations and

the AKVunits, for these molecules strongly interact with the cations. On the other hand,

the absorption of apolar species (e.g. CH4) have far less effect upon the positions of the

cations.

The exact cation positions, as determined by X-ray diffraction, are best known for cage-

like zeolites with a Si/Al ratio of 1. For larger Si/Al ratios, the accuracy of the positional

parameters diminishes. This inaccuracy is caused by the statistical distribution of aluminium

in the zeolitic framework. Since the cation positions are directly related to the aluminium

ions, the positional parameters of the cations also become inaccurate. This phenomenon

can be visualized by comparing a 6-ring of alternating S1O4- and A10,)-units (Si/Al=l) to



a 6-ring with Si/Al = 5. In the first case all positions of Si, Al and cations are determined

once a Si atom is assigned. In the second case, five possible sites of Al and cation can be

encountered. This number will increase when we consider larger units.

Zeolites are usually prepared with sodium or ammonium as cations. To obtain species

with a different type of cation (e.g. K+, Ca2+, Ag+, Ce2+) the zeolite has to be cation

exchanged. For this purpose the zeolite is suspended in a solution that contains the specific

cation. A process of stirring and repeated refreshing of the solution results eventually in the

desired cation-exchanged zeolite. The type of cation present in the zeolite can usually be

inferred from the name of the zeolite, e.g. NaA, CaY, or, when the cation exchange is in-

complete, KsNaeA, etc. The hydrogen form is prepared indirectly by thermal decomposition

of the ammonium form, hereby releasing ammonia.

For zeolite NaA, with a Si/Al ratio of 1, the positions of the sodium cations are known

6-Ring

d-Ring

4-Ring

© Oxygen
• Sodium

Aluminum
o or

Silicon
Figure 1.5: Sodium cation sites in zeolite NaA

for both hydrated and dehydrated zeolites.13"15 In the dehydrated zeolite 12 sodium cations

per a-cage are present, all located near or in an n-membered ring (n=4, 6 or 8) (fig. 1.5).

Three sodium ions are located in the plane of the 8-rings that connect the a-cages, but at a

distance of 1.23 A from the centre of this ring, 8 sodium cations are located on the symmetry

axis of a 6-ring, 0.2 A displaced into the a-cage, and the twelfth cation is placed opposite

to a 4-ring, also displaced into the a-cage. Fig. 1.6 shows some of the possible cation sites

relative to the three-dimensional structure of the zeolite.

The possible cation sites in zeolite X and Y are indicated in fig. 1.7. The occupancy of a



Figure 1.6: Cation siting in zeolite A, only some of the possible sites are shown.

specific site is strongly dependent upon the Si/Al ratio, and for a given ratio the percentage

of occupancy of a specific site can be found in the literature.16 The major difference between

the zeolites A and X or Y is the cation site in the hexagonal prism (Si), which forms the

connection between two /9-cages. For the A type zeolite, the connection between two /3-cages.

via 4-rings, results in a cube of T-atoms, with no room for a cation.

Figure 1.7: Cation siting in the faujasite structure

It is also remarkable that the cations in zeolite X and Y occupy positions in the /3-cage

(Si> and Sn»), while this type of cage is presumed to be empty in zeolite A.14 This can be

inferred from a discussion concerning the electrostatic interactions caused by the large num-

ber of cations present in zeolite A. Here the occupancy of these sites is unfavourable because

of the high electrostatic repulsions that would arise when the cations entereri the /3-cage.
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A new feature concerning the cation occupation of the cages is shown by sodalite, which

has only /3-cages (fig. 1.3b). In addition to 3 cations there is a cation-anion unit enclosed in

the /3-cage.17 This anion, typically a halogenide or hydroxyl (0H~), is located in the centre

of the cage and tetrahedraliy surrounded by four cations. The cations are located on a 3-fold

axis of a 6-ring constructing the sodalite-cage. The dense filling of the /3-cages leaves only

little room for the absorption of extra molecules. In combination with the small apertures

to the cages, the absorption and desorption of molecules by sodalite is a slow process.

For ZSM-5 the lowest Si/Al ratio obtainable at this moment is 12.18 A ratio less than 12

results in the collapse of the zeolitic framework. As discussed above, for such Si/Al ratios

the cation positions are highly undeterminable. Most likely, of course, the cation is located

close to the A10,i-unit, but it is not known whether the cations are sited aear one oxygen

atom or above the plane described by the three oxygtn atoms of a tetrahedral aluminium

unit.

1.3 Properties and Uses

The number of applications of zeolites in catalysis is still increasing; many new reactions

with zeolites as catalysts are discovered and patented. Though the majority of applications

deal with industrial processes, the spin-off to fields like medicine,19 nuclear waste problems

and even cosmetics20 also increases. Still many applications are based upon the three basic

properties of zeolites: the ability to exchange cations, absorb molecules and catalyze specific

reactions.

The cation exchange properties are strongly dependent upon the size of both cations and

pore openings. For instance, the cations present in the /3-cages of sodalite (cage aperture

of 2.2 A) readily exchange for lithiu.n cations (radius = 0.60A),21 while thallium cations

(radius = 1.4 A)21 only do so with great difficulty.22 Here the small cage aperture of 2.2 A is

the cause of the inability to exchange the sodium for thallium cations. An increase in pore

opening results in a fast exchange of sodium for thallium cations; in zeolite Na^A, in which

the supercage has an aperture of 4.2 A, all sodium ions are easily exchanged for thallium,

thus resulting in TI12A.23

Some of the applications in which zeolites are used for ion exchange are:

11



• water softening; exchanging Ca2+ in the water for Na+,

• decontamination of radioactive waste water24; collection of harmful radionuclides like
134Cs and 85Sr,

• treatment of waste water from tanneries, textile dying, rubber plants, etc.; reducing

tht ammonium content of waste water to biologically acceptable amounts,

• recovery of precious elements (e.g. Rb and Sr) from sea water.26

Ion exchange can also modify the molecular sieving properties of zeolites. The aperture to

the a-cage in zeolite NaA, via 8-membered rings, is occupied by a sodium cation (fig. 1.5).

When the sodium cations are exchanged for Ca2+-ions, the 8-nngs are left empty, due to

the preference of the Ca2+-ion for the 6-membered rings.26 The emptiness of the 8-rings

is immediately reflected in the change of the absorption properties of the zeolite. At room

temperature propane (critical dimension 4.9 A) hardly enters the voids of Na^A (aperture

4.2 A, but occupied with sodium), while CasA (aperture 4.2 A) easily absorbs the alkane.12

Of the many applications as molecular sieves, the most common are:

• removing water from organic solvents or moist air by dehydrated zeolites,

• separation of branched and un-branched alkanes with pore-type zeolites (ZSM-5),

• removal of NH3 from industrial outlet gases.

For a successful catalysis of any reaction by zeolites, it is required that the reactant(s) as

well as the product(s) are able to enter and leave the voids of the zeolite. This indicates that

the process is controlled by the size and shapes of the pores and cages, which phenomenon

is known as shape-selective catalysis.27 In industrial processes the zeolites are mainly used

in the protonated form, where the strong acidity of the protonic sites is the main cause for

acid catalyzed reactions. A different type of catalyst is obtained when the zeolite is cation

exchanged with transition metal ions like Cr3+ or Cu2+, thus creating an oxidizing agent.

Though some of the processes are known for over 10 years, the reaction mechanisms are

only partly known. For instance, the conversion of methanol to hydrocarbons over H-ZSM-53

has many intermediates (e.g. dimethylether), but the formation of the first carbon-carbon

12



bond is still a matter of intensive research.28 Some examples of reactions catalyzed by zeolites

are:

• synthesis of p-xylene by ZSM-5; the meta and ortho isomers have diffusivities several

orders of magnitude less than the para isomer and both are eventually converted to

p-xylene,29'30

• cracking of hydrocarbons by various H-zeolites,18

• dimerisation of ethylene over Rh-Y.31

Because of the enormous amount of zeolite investigations and applications only a few ex-

amples are highlighted here. The reader is referred to the literature for a more detailed

description of zeolites used as ion exchangers,32 molecular sieves33 and catalysts.18'34"36
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Chapter 2 NMR Spectroscopy, Basic

Interactions and Phenomena
2.1 Introduction

Since the first Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) experiments1'2 in 1946, NMR has grown

to become one of the most powerful techniques for the study of structural and dynamic

properties of materials in the liquid and solid state. Already in 1953, only 7 years after the

fundamental discovery, the first commercial NMR spectrometer appeared.

As any other spectroscopic technique, NMR studies the interaction between matter and

electromagnetic radiation: energy is absorbed and emitted by matter when it makes a tran-

sition between an initial and final state. In NMR these states are brought about by the

interaction ot an external magnetic field and the magnetic moment of a nucleus. The mag-

netic moment (or spin), orients itself in the external magnetic field, and depending upon

the spin quantum number (I), several spin states are possible. The different spin states

have different energies and by irradiating the spin system with a radio-frequency field, the

spin can be made to undergo a transition from one state to another. Fig. 2.1 depicts the

nuclear spin states for a spin with I= | . Usually, the transition energy is expressed in terms

3/2

1/2

. - I /a

.-3/8

Figure 2.1: Different spin states for / = | .

of resonance frequencies, indicating that the energy of the impinging photons must exactly
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match the energy difference of the two spin states.

The interaction of the nuclear spins with the external magnetic field is known as the Zee-

man interaction. Though this is the most basic interaction in NMR, the real importance of

NMR stems from the fact that the nucleus is usually situated in a surrounding with electrons

and other spin species. The presence of electrons and the interaction of the spin with other

spin species tend to change the energy of a spin state or even split a particular state in two

or more substates. As a consequence of this, nuclei in different surroundings have different

or even multiple resonance frequencies.

Up to 1966, most NMR experiments were performed with the so-called continuous wave

technique (CW-NMR). Here the spin system is irradiated with a continuous monochromatic

electromagnetic wave, while the magnetic field is varied. The amount of energy absorbed

from the incoming radiation is then plotted as a function of the magnetic field: an NMR

spectrum.

In 1966, Ernst and Anderson3 introduced the Fourier transformation technique in NMR.

Here the NMR spectrum is obtained by recording and successively Fourier transforming the

response of a spin system after pulse excitation. This was a major breakthrough in the

development of the NMR technique. Now it became possible to study even rare nuclei,

which showed no signal in the standard CW technique due to low sensitivities. Furthermore,

the construction of ingenious pulse experiments resulted in the suppression or enhance-

ment of specific interactions. These pulse sequences eventually led to the construction of

2-dimensional NMR experiments,4 which are performed as a function of two time variables.

The development of pulse sequences for one and multi-dimensional NMR experiments is still

in progress.

In the relatively short history of NMR, liquid state NMR developed much faster than

solid state NMR. This was due to a broadening of resonance lines in solid state experiments.

Since the nucleus is part of a molecule or lattice which has specific orientations in the solid

state, all interactions between the nuclear spin and its surrounding obtain an orientation de-

pendency. Thus for a powdered sample, where all orientations are present, this orientation

dependence causes a broad range of resonance frequencies. la the liquid state the orientation

dependence is averaged out by the fast tumbling of molecules. This fast tumbling brings

about the narrow resonance lines, which caused liquid state NMR to become the analytical
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technique it is nowadays.

The orientation dependence can be removed from the NMR spectra of solids by a fast

rotation of the sample. Tl.io was introduced by Andrew5 and Lowe,6 and it is commonly

known as Magic-Angle Spinning (MAS). Here the sample is spun around an axis at angle

54.7° to the external magnetic field.

The importance of the NMR technique becomes clear when the periodic table of elements

is regarded: almost all elements possess one or more isotopes that have a nuclear magnetic

moment. Thus most elements can be irvestigated with the aid of NMR experiments. Un-

fortunately, because of the implementation of high speed computers and superconducting

magnets, NMR spectrometers are expensive. Moreover, the maintenance of electronic de-

vices such as radio-frequency transmitters together with the use of large amounts of liquid

nitrogen and helium (to keep the magnets superconducting), result in high operating costs.

2.2 Magnetic Spin Interactions

In this section various interactions and basic principles of NMR are presented. Since, for

the purpose of this thesis, the introduction will only present a general insight, the reader is

referred to the books of Abragam,7 Slichter8 or Ernst9 for a more thorough discussion. Much

attention will be given to those interactions that are important for NMR investigations on

zeolites.10-12

2.2.1 Zeeman Interaction and the Rotating Frame

For all nuclei with a spin quantum number If=0 the magnetic moment of the nucleus interacts

with a static external magnetic field, the Zeeman interaction. The associated Hamiltonian

is given by:

« Z = - 7 N I - B 0 , (h = l) (2.1)

with 7N being the gyromagnetic ratio of the nucleus, I the spin vector and Bo the static mag-

netic field. In NMR experiments the Zeeman interaction with the static external magnetic

field usually is the largest of the possible spin interactions. For protons (1H) the interaction,

in frequency units, generally is between 60 and 600 MHz, this resonance frequency is used
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to denote a spectrometers field strength.

The direction of the magnetic field (Bo), is commonly chosen along the z-axis of a frame

of reference, called the laboratory frame (LAB). This reduces eqn (2.1) to:

Hz = -7NIZBO. (2.2)

The classical equation of motion for a magnetic moment (/T = 7NI)> m a static magnetic field

(Bo), is given by:

^ Bo). (2.3)

The solution is a precession of the magnetic moment about the direction of Bo, with a

frequency u>0 = 7NB0, the Larmor frequency. Since this Zeeman interaction is a common

interaction of all spins it does not provide any chemical information, hence it is convenient

to have a description of the spin system in which the Zeeman interaction is eliminated. This

can be performed by the introduction of a frame rotating around z.

In a frame rotating with a frequency ui around Bo, eqn (2.3) can be rewritten as:

+^ = 7N(/Z x | B O + 1). (2.4)
dt [ 7J

Since the magnetic moment is part of a macroscopic sample, all spins of a particular type

can be combined to a magnetization vector, denoted as M. The previous equations of motion

also hold true for this magnetization vector. The additional term in eqn (2.4), W/7N> is called

the fictitious field. From eqn (2.4) it becomes obvious, that when W/7N is chosen opposite to

Bo, or w = a?0 = —CNB0) the time-dependence of the spins vanishes. Thus in such a rotating

frame, the magnetization vector is static. If the spin system is in thermal equilibrium, then

the magnetization vector will be aligned along the static magnetic field.

The quantummechanical description of the rotating frame is more convenient for the

description of NMR experiments. Here the Hamiltonian that describes the spin system in

the laboratory frame (HLAB), is simply transformed to its rotating frame analogue (HROT)>

by:8

WROT = K ^ - M I A H - * . - ^ " " ' ^ p (2-5)

where R̂  = exp( -VJJI\Z) denotes the rotation around the z-axis of the laboratory frame (that

is, the direction of Bo). When applied to the Zeeman Hamiltonian in eqn (2.2), the rotating
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frame Zeeman Hamiltonian (HRZ) is described by:

WRZ = - 7 N I - ( B O + —), (2.6)

7N

in which the field term is identical to that in eqn (2.4). And, as shown above, the magnetic

field and the Zeeman interaction vanish when uj = — 7NB0. Also when a spin system is

irradiated with a rotating radio-frequencv (r.f.) field, the concept of the rotating frame

demonstrates its value. In the laboratory frame, the Hamiltonian that describes the spin

system can be written as:

H = Wz + 7NB1exp(iwtIJIxexp(-io;tII), (2.7)

where u> and Bi are the frequency and strength of the applied r.f. field, respectively. This

introduces a time-dependent term in the Hamiltonian, which is difficult to handle. Now,

when the system is transformed to a rotating frame, rotating with frequency w, it can easily

be shown (with eqn (2.5)), that the r.f. field becomes stationary in the rotating frame and

the associated Hamiltonian is written as:

n = - 7 N ( B 0 + U/TK) I, - 7NBJ I,. (2.8)

When ui = - 7 N B O (on-resonance irradiation), a stationary magnetic field (Bi) is found along

the x-direction. If the spin system is in thermal equilibrium, prior to the irradiation with the

r.f field, the net magnetization will be found along the z-axis of the rotating frame. Thus

in the rotating frame with a static magnetic field B l t the magnetization starts to rotate

around the direction of this magnetic field. When, after the magnetization ha3 rotated for

a specific time, the r.f. field is turned off, a non-equilibrium situation is created. In the

LAB-frame the net magnetization is not aligned with the external magnetic field (Bo), hence

the magnetization will start to rotate around Bo. This oscillating magnetization vector can

be detected and yields the so-called Free Induction Decay (FID).

2.2.2 Chemical Shift

When a diamagnetic material that contains NMR sensitive nuclei, is placed in a magnetic

field (Bo), the presence of electronic motions is responsible for small changes in the magnetic

field "felt" by the nuclei. The precession of the electrons around Bo, caused by a Lorentz
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force, produces a small local field at the nucleus. This additional magnetic field is anti-

parallel and proportional to Bo. Thus the electrons tend to shield the nucleus from the

magnetic field. This shielding is accounted for by the use of an effective magnetic field

(Be(T = (1 - <T)BO), where a usually is a small dimensionless number, known as the shielding

constant. So when a nucleus is surrounded by electrons, the magnetic field experienced by the

nucleus is different from the external field, which is reflected in a change of the resonance

frequency. This phenomenon is called "chemical shift", as the resonance frequency of a

"bare" nucleus is shifted when the nucleus is chemically bonded to other nuclei.

Since the chemical shift is determined by the electron density and distribution around

the nucleus, it is an anisotropic interaction. In the associated Hamiltonian, the chemical

shift is usually expressed via a second-rank tensor:

WCS = 7 N I - ^ - B 0 . (2.9)

Knowledge of the chemical shift tensor (a), yields information about electron densities

around the nucleus. In liquids, the chemical shift interaction is averaged to an isotropic

value (£jS0), which can be related to the electron density. In solid state NMR, the aniso-

tropies have to be averaged by magic-angle spinning.

For zeolites, the chemical shift interaction is especially important in 29Si-NMR exper-

iments. Many problems concerning zeolite structures and properties can be or have been

solved with the aid of 29Si-NMR. For instance, a silicon nucleus with only silicon atoms in its

second coordination sphere obtains a different chemical shift when one of the silicon atoms is

replaced by an aluminium atom. This enables zeolite scientists to calculate the Si/Al ratio of

a zeolite from a 29Si-NMR spectrum.13'14 Though somewhat empirical, tb', relation between

the chemical shift of silicon nuclei and the mean bond angle (T-O-T), where T=A1 or Si, in

zeolites, is very useful.12'10

In addition to 29Si-NMR, the investigation of zeolites with "Al-NMR can yield informa-

tion concerning the aluminium content of a specific sample. Because of the chemical shift

difference between an octahedrally and tetrahedrally surrounded aluminium atom, 27A1-

NMR, is a valuable tool to determine the state of dealumination of zeolites.15'16

A recently developed NMR-technique for the investigations of zeolites is 129Xe-NMR.

Here the cavities and pores of the zeolitic material are loaded with xenon atoms by exposing
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it to xenon gas. The spherical symmetry of the xenon atom is disturbed by collisions be-

tween the atoms and the zeolite lattice. This is immediately reflected in the chemical shift

of the xenon resonance. Since a xenon atom in a small cavity will collide more often with

the zeolite lattice than a xenon in a large cavity, with xenon NMR one is able to determine

the size of a cavity.17'18

2.2.3 Dipolar Interaction

The dipolar interaction arises from the direct dipole-dipole interaction between two nuclei.

The interaction is proportional to the magnitude of the respective magnetic moments, or to

the gyromagnetic ratios of the nuclei. The dipolar Hamiltonian for two spins (I and S), can

be written as:

WD = 2 ^ f . p . S , (2.10)
ris

where rrs is the distance between the nuclei and D a symmetric, traceless second-rank tensor,

known as the dipolar coupling tensor. The dipolar interaction is axially symmetric along the

axis of the two nuclei. Other important features of this interaction are the independence of

the applied magnetic field (Bo) and the rapid fall-off with increasing internuclear distance of

the spins.

The dipolar interaction is most important when nuclei such as 'H, 19F or 31P with high

gyromagnetic ratios are involved. The solid state 13C-NMR spectra of materials containing

C-H bonds are usually uninformative because of the dipolar coupling. Only decoupling of

the proton spins can then result in high resolution spectra. Because of the decrease in in-

teraction with an increase in the distance (rji), dilution of spins results in a vanishing of the

homonuclear dipolar interaction.

Thus, by the measurement of the dipolar interaction, information can be obtained about

distances between spins. In most NMR investigations concerning zeolites, the dipolar in-

teraction is of minor interest. It is usually not detected as a result of the dilution of spins

(for instance for 29Si) and because many experiments are performed under MAS conditions.

An exception to this is the investigation of silanol groups (Si-OH). The 29Si-NMR spectra

of these species are severely broadened by dipolar couplings with protons, and for high res-

olution spectra, proton decoupling has to be applied. The dipolar interaction existing in a
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silanol group can also be used to distinguish this type of silicon from a silicon atom totally

incorporated in the framework.19

2.3 Electrical Quadrupole Interactions

2.3.1 Introduction

The interactions discussed so far were all magnetic interactions. The quadrupole interaction

differs from these in the sense that its basic nature originates from electric interactions of

the nucleus with its surroundings. The quadrupole interaction occurs for all spin species

with a spin quantum number I> | , so-called quadrupolar nuclei. Since the majority of

the NMR active elements of the periodic table has one or more quadrupolar isotopes, the

importance of the quadrupole interaction is evident. Most investigations so far concern

deuteron (2D, I = I)20 or half-integer quadrupolar spins such as 23Na (I = | ) or 27A1 (I = | ) .

In this thesis only half-integer quadrupolar spins will be discussed.

2.3.2 General Equations

An electric quadrupole moment originates from a non-spherically symmetric charge distri-

bution in the nucleus. This electric quadrupole moment interacts with electric charges in the

surroundings of the nucleus. To calculate the electrostatic interaction energy of the nucleus

with the charges in its environment, the electrostatic interaction is written as an integral

over the nuclear volume:

?i = |p(x)V(x)d3x, (2.11)

where p(x) denotes the charge distribution in the nucleus, V(x) the electrostatic potential

brought about by all charges surrounding the nucleus and d3x indicates that the integration

has to be performed over the total volume of the nucleus. This integral can be expanded by

means of a Taylor series about the center of gravity of the nucleus:

} (2-12)
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where the x/s represent the Cartesian components of x. The subscript 0 denotes that the

quantity is evaluated at the centre of mass (x=0). Eqn (2.12) can be rewritten as:

H = ZeV0 + S jPj ( g ) f l + ̂ , k Q j k ( ^ - ) o + ..., (2.13)

where
ZeVo, the electrostatic interaction,

EjPj • • •, the electric dipole interaction,

| £jikQjk • " > ^ e electric quadrupole interaction.

The separate terms of the expansion can be visualized by a simple distribution of point

charges (fig. 2.2). The first term, is then represented by a single point charge, shown at the

left of fig. 2.2. The electric dipole moment, at the middle of fig. 2.2, then consists of two

charges. The quadrupole term is represented by 4 charges (at the right of fig 2.2).

- O
o + +

Nuclear Oipole
Charge moment

Quadrupole
moment

Figure 2.2: Charge distributions showing separate electrostatic terms.

As a result of the charge distribution in the nucleus, a non-zero potential around the

quadrupole is formed. Consequently, an electric charge at some distance from the quadrupole

unit has an interaction with the quadrupole. The interaction of the quadrupole with only

one charge is useful to explain the basics of the interaction, but for real situations, an electric

potential has to be considered. This electric potential is brought about by the charges of

electrons and nuclei in the surrounding of the quadrupole. In the equations above it was

denoted as V(x).

The quadrupole energy becomes zero when the electric field arising from V(x) is uniform.

This can be explained by considering the quadrupole as two separate electric dipole moments,

one of which is orientated anti-parallel to the other. The interaction between the electric field
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and the first electric moment is then equal but opposite to the interaction with the second

moment. Consequently, the total interaction between the electric field and the quadrupole

vanishes.

The terms of the expansion can be regarded separately. The first term concerns the

interaction between the potential and a point charge, and because it effects all energy levels

in the same way, this term can be discarded. The second and following terms are usually

called electric dipole, quadrupole, octapole, etc. Since the even terms of this expansion

(dipole, octapole, etc.), vanish because of symmetry and the hexadecapole and successive

odd terms are negligibly small, only the quadrupole term remains. This quadrupole term is

then written as:

where (Vy = d2V /dx\dx})o is the electric field gradient. Both quantities Qy and Vy are

symmetric second-rank tensors. These tensors, with 9 elements, have the familiar and useful

property that in a proper axes system only the diagonal elements are non-zero. This axes

system is called the Principal Axes System (PAS) (X,Y,Z). The electric field gradient can

then be characterized by the principal values Vxxi Vyy and Vzz, which are the values of the

electric field gradient along the respective axes in the PAS of the field gradient (eqn (2.15).

Vn Vu Va

Vn V22 V23
LAB to PAS

Vxx 0 0

0 VYY 0 - (2.15)

0 0 Vzz t

The quantummechanical form of eqn (2.14) can be obtained with the aid of the Wigner-

Eckart theorem and in the PAS of the electric field gradient, the Hamiltonian can be written
21 .

as

with eq (=Vzz)> the principal value of the tensor V along the Z-axis, eQ the nuclear

quadrupole moment and T} the asymmetry parameter of the electric field gradient defined as

7j = (VXX~VYY)/VZZ- AS shown by eqn (2.16), measurement of the quadrupole interaction

reveals both the strength and symmetry of the electric field surrounding the nucleus under

investigation.

One of the oldest techniques for the measurement of the quadrupole interaction is N uclear
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(Juadrupole /Resonance (NQR). Here, since no magnetic field is present, the energy levels

are split according to the quadrupole Hamiltonian. The irradiation with an r.f. field then

induces transitions between the different spin states. Consider for instance a spin species

I = | , located in a cylindrically symmetric surrounding (77 = 0). According to eqn (2.16),

there are three doubly-degenerate levels corresponding to mi = ± | , ± | and ± | , with re-

spective energies of e2qQ/4, —e2qQ/20 and —e2qQ/5. An NQR spectrum would then show

two resonance lines; ± | *-* ± | and ± | <-+ ± | at frequencies ^e2qQ and ^e2qQ, respec-

tively. Thus the resonance frequencies are linearly relater1 to e2qQ. Since e2qQ varies from

0-100 MHz or even higher, the resonances appear in the same range. This is the major

drawback of the NQR technique, to record an NQR spectrum a vast frequency range has to

be scanned to find the possible resonances. Moreover, when the quadrupole interaction is

small, the sensitivity of the NQR experiment is low. On the other hand, the major advantage

of NQR compared to NMR is the deficiency of a quantization axis, since this axis causes the

quadrupole NMR resonances to be orientation dependent, which results in broad lines.
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2.3.3 NMR Spectra of Quadrupolar Nuclei

In comparison with nuclear spin species with a spin quantum number of I= | , the NMR

spectra of quadrupolar spins contain two additional features:

• several NMR transitions are possible within one spin multiplet and

• the transitions are not only determined by the interaction between the magnetic dipcle

moment of the nucleus and the external magnetic field, but also by the interaction

between the nuclear electric quadrupole moment and the electric field gradient at the

site of the nucleus.

The Hamiltonian for a quadrupolar nucleus in a static magnetic field can be obtained from

a combination of eqn (2.2) and 2.16:

n = 7 i B +

where all other interactions of section 2.2 are ignored and the Zeeman interaction is written

in the LAB-frame (x,y,z), while the quadrupole term is written in the PAS-frame (X,Y,Z).

To obtain the NMR frequencies, it is necessary to calculate the energies of the eigenstates

of HZQ- The method to calculate these energies strongly depends upon the respective mag-

nitudes of \HZ\ and |HQ|. When |HZ| > |HQ| or |HQ| » |HZ|, perturbation theory yields

good approximations of the energies of the different spin states. However, when |Hz| w |HQ|,

the energies and eigenfunctions have to be calculated via diagonalization of the total Hamil-

tonian of eqn (2.17). Al! these situations have been extensively studied and reported in

the literature.21"23 Here only the high field case will be considered, hence the quadrupole

interaction will be treated as a perturbation of the Zeeman interaction, with the eigenstates

of Hz as zero-order basis functions.

Prior to such a calculation, the quadrupole term in eqn (2.17) has to be transformed to,

or written in the LAB-frame. The general solution is obtained, when this transformation

is performed with the aid of Wigner rotation matrices,24'10 as is shown in appendix A. The

current calculation, however, looses this generality through the assumption of an asymmetry

parameter zero (ij = 0). In this case the two frames (LAB and PAS), can easily be related

by means of a rotation about the y-axis over an angle 6 (fig. 2.3). From fig. 2.3 it is clear
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that Iz is related to I2 and I* via:

Iz = lz cos 0 + 1* sin 0. (2.18)

" \

Figure 2.3: Relation between PAS (XYZ) and LAB (xyz) frames.

A combination of eqn (2.18) and (2.17) yields the total Hamiitonian for a quadrupolar

nucleus in a static magnetic field. For the first-order perturbation calculation, only parts

secular to the Zeeman interaction have to be used. In addition to l\ and I2, l\ has also

non-zero diagonal terms;

With eqn (2.19) and (2.18), the quadrupole Hamiitonian in eqn (2.16), with 17=0, can be

separated into a secular (HQC), and a non-secular contribution (HQOn~sec):

l) (3£ - I2)] , (2.20)

41(21
~— J3sin0cos0(Ux + IXIZ) + ̂ sm20(l2

+ + I2 .)]. (2.21)

To reduce the number of figures and equations, only spin species with I = | will be discussed,

thus 41(21-1)=12. Calculations for higher spin quantum numbers are analogous.

A spin species I = | has four spin states, labeled according to th» magnetic quantum

number mn: | , j , ̂  and ^ . The zero-order energies for these spin states, the pure Zeeman

states, are | 7 N B 0 , - - ' , - § 7 N B 0 , respectively. These levels are shov .1 at the left side of fig. 2.4.

The first-order perturbation theory corrections upon these energies, are calculated as:
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Figure 2.4: Energy levels due to Zeeman (Hz), first- {H^) and second-order

(HQ ) quadrupoie interaction. The energies of the first- and second-order correc-

tions are grossly exaggerated.

4 " =< mn|Hgc|m,. > . (2.22)

Which yields in combination with the secular Hamiltonian of eqn (2.20):

(2.23)

The shift of all energy levels, resulting from the first-order quadrupoie interaction is shown

in the middle of fig. 2.4.

The first-order correction of the frequency of a transition between two levels mn and mn_ ]

can be written as:

w»~n-i = £ll) ~ C i = ^ f (3cos2 6 - l) [6mn - 3], (2.24)

which equals zero when the | <-> ^ transition is considered (mn = | ) : the shifts of both the

| and the =̂  are the same. In a powder, where all orientations are possible, the resonance

lines of the ±\ «-» ± | transitions will be broadened, owing to a superposition of sharp

resonance lines associated with each value of HQC. Since the l1-*1^- transition is independent
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of the orientation of the quadrupole tensor, it will appear in the NMR spectrum as a narrow,

intense line, located at the Larmor frequency u>0 (= 7NBO). The other two transitions will

extend to both sides of this central line, which is reflected in the commonly used name

satellite transitions.

Due to the orientation dependence of the satellite transitions, a powder NMR spectrum

has to be calculated via the integration over the polar coordinates (8 and 4>). The intensity

(I) of a resonance line, positioned at a frequency ui is then given by25:

I ( w ) = f * T g[u> - u}{6,4>)]sm8d0d<l>,
Jo Jo

(2.25)

where g[- • •] denotes a lineshape function. Here, because of the assumption that TJ=O, the

integration over <j> can be omitted. Fig. 2.5 shows a typical NMR spectrum of a quadrupolar

nucleus, calculated with the equations derived above. Since the dependence of the frequency

Figure 2.5: NMR spectrum of a quadrupolar nucleus with i)~0, with all possi-

ble transitions. Insert: blow up, showing satellite transitions more clearly, the

separate powder pattern lineshapes of the satellite transitions are indicated with

dashed lines.

upon the orientation for this axially symmetric case is rather simple, the splittings of the

spectrum in fig. 2.5, can be used to calculate the quadrupole coupling constant. With

eqn (2.24) it can be shown that the splitting in fig. 2.5 is equal to e2qQ/2.

The effect of the asymmetry parameter upon the lineshape of a satellite transition is
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shown in fig. 2.6, which has been constructed with the aid of the formula derived in ap-

pendix A. These spectra show that from the satellite transitions the quadrupole interaction

Figure 2.6: Lineshape of one of the satellite transitions as a function of asymmetry

parameter.

parameters can directly be determined.

Usually, however, the satellite transitions are not detected due to the magnitude of e2qQ,

which is related to the total width of the spectrum. In this case only the | <-> ^ transition is

recorded, since this transition is not affected by the first-order quadrupole interaction. But

as the quadrupole interaction increases, the first-order correction to the Zeeman energies is

not accurate anymore; a second-order correction has to be applied. These corrections are

calculated with the non-secular part of the quadrupole Hamiltonian, and defined by:

(2.26)
- n ^ ^ fo CO '

where £° denotes the zero-order, pure Zeeman energies and Wqon"sec is defined in eqn (2.21).

The second-order corrections for the | and ^ spin states are then calculated to be:

£<•*[ = J ^ e q Q * x (l - 9cos2^) (l - cos20) .

Consequently, the equation that describes the orientation dependence of the | <-> ~ transition

frequency can be written as:

,(2)

64
( l -cos 2 0) ( 9 c o s 2 0 - l ) .
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One of the most important features of eqn (2.27) is the inverse relation of the second-order

correction to the resonance frequency to the strength of the magnetic field (w0 = 7NB0): the

larger B01 the smaller the second-order correction, or the better the condition |HZ| > |HQ|

is fulfilled. Though this relation is introduced mathematically it can be related to the basic

properties of a quadrupole nucleus. While an electric quadrupole moment orients itself in a

local electric field, the magnetic moment of the nucleus orients itself in the external magnetic

field. Since the magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole moments are properties of the same

nucleus, the outcome is that the nucleus tends to orient itself towards the largest interaction.

Thus the higher the magnetic field, the less effect the electric quadrupole interaction has.

Therefore it is not surprising that many NMR investigations conceiuing quadrupolar nuclei

are performed at the highest possible magnetic fields.

The NMR spectrum of the | <-» ^ transition is calculated by integration over 0 (r]=Q)

and shown in fig. 2.7. The resonance shows a characteristic lineshape, with peaks and

Figure 2.7: Powder NMR spectrum of the \ *-*

=p transition for a quadrupolar nucleus with

shoulders, (singularities and discontinuities, respectively). As the asymmetry parameter is

varied, the number as well as the location of the discontinuities and singularities change",

as is shown in fig. 2.8. The positions of lach singularity or discontinuity can be calculated

from the orientation dependence of the resonance frequency and are useful to calculate the

quadrupole interaction parameters from an NMR spectrum.26

a) see appendix A
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Figure 2.8: | <-> -£ NMR spectra of quadrupolar nuclei with varying asymmetry

parameters.

From the considerations above, it becomes obvious that both the symmetry as well as

the strength of the electric field gradient at a specific site can be determined with the aid of

NMR.

2.3.4 Other Techniques

Due to the fact that many materials contain nuclei that possess quadrupole moments, some

special NMR techniques for the investigation of quadrupole interaction have been developed

during the last decade. Though the main technique used in this thesis is nutation NMR, a

discussion of this technique will be postponed to chapter 3, where a thorough treatment will

be presented. In this section the most important other techniques will be discussed.

Currently the most popular technique is magic-angle spinning (MAS), where the sample

is spun around an axis 54.7° inclined with the static magnetic field as discussed in section 2.1.

This reduces the total width of the \ «-» ^ resonance, as is demonstrated in fig. 2.9 for a

quadrupole nucleus with t)—Q. Though the narrowing of the resonance line improves the

spectral resolution, the spectrum usually shows spinning sidebands, which occur when the

quadrupole interaction is large. The major advantage of MAS-NMR on quadrupolar nuclei
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b)

a)

Figure 2.9: \ *-> -y NMR Spectra of a quadrupolar nucleus with asymmetry

parameter (r\=0), recorded with (a) and without (b) magic-angle spinning.

is the averaging of chemical shift anisotropies and small dipolar interactions. This results in

a spectrum dominated only by quadrupole interactions.

When the resonances of MAS spectra are still too broad or uninformative, Variable-Angle

Spinning (VAS), can be used.27 In fig. 2.10 the VAS spectra of a quadrupolar nucleus with

asymmetry parameter zero are shown as a function of the spinning angle. From this figure

it becomes obvious that other spinning angles than the magic angle seemingly give narrower

lines. The usage of VAS is somewhat tempered because of the reappearance of chemical

shift anisotropies and dipolar broadening, since these interactions are only averaged out

when MAS is applied.

As is shown in appendix A, although both MAS and VAS result in a reduction of the

quadrupole contribution to an NMR spectrum; it is never averaged to zero. Recently Pines

et al.28'29 introduced an ingenious Double Rotation technique (DOR), where the sample is

spun simultaneously around two different axes. Here the quadrupole interaction vanishes

completely and quadrupole spectra are obtained that are equivalent to normal MAS spectra

recorded at magnetic fields of 47 T (corresponding to a proton NMR frequency of 2000 MHz).

As discussed above the NQR experiment has the advantage of the absence of a quanti-
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Figure 2.10: | «-> -y VAS-NMR Spectra a quadrupolar nucleus with asymmetry

parameter zero.

zation axis, while its major disadvantage is the low sensitivity. The zero-field NMR experi-

ment30 combines the high field sensitivity of NMR with the absence of anisotropic broadening

in NQR. Hereto the evolution of spinj is studied outside the magnet while the signal is de-

tected in the magnet. To perform this experiment, the sample is shuttled in and out of the

magnet. The time necessary to transfer the sample between both positions is in the order

of 50 ms. Because of this duration, the experiment can only be performed on quadrupolar

nuclei with a spin-lattice relaxation time (Tj) considerably larger than 50 ms, which is rarely

the case.

Another approach, which does not bring with it the need of ingenious mechanical de-

vices, is the use of pulse sequences to detect multiple quantum coherences.31"34 Hereto

several pulses, with various durations and spacings are applied while the monotonic increase

of one of these parameters yields the information concerning the quadrupole interaction.

Although it is not exactly suited for the determination of quadrupole parameters, the recent

development of cross-polarization to or from quadrupolar nuclei should be mentioned here.35

This kind of experiment is usually performed on systems containing protons. Unfortunately,

in many materials the dipolar interaction between the proton and quadrupole nucleus is

small due to the low gyromagnetic ratio of the quadrupole spin or to the large distance

between the protons and quadrupolar nuclei. Some experiments even use delays that have
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to be optimized with respect t<~ the quadrupole interaction, thus proper results are only-

obtained with an a-priori knowledge of the interaction.
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Chapter 3 Quadrupole nutation NMR

3.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter the NMR spectra of quadrupolar nuclei were shown to have a neat ap-

pearance with distinct peaks and shoulders. In real spectroscopist's life such well-structured

lines are rare. Because of chemical shift and dipolar interactions or relaxation phenomena,

the spectra are usually composed of featureless resonance lines. Though somewhat rare, the

overlap of several, neat, powder pattern lineshapes, also hampers the interpretation of an

NMR spectrum.

For a precise determination of the quadrupole interaction parameters, it is necessary to

remove the broadening due to the other interactions by MAS or multiple pulse NMR. This,

of course, does not effect the line-broadening caused by a distribution of NMR parameter

values. Another approach is to separate the quadrupole interaction from the chemical shift

interaction with the aid of a 2-dimensional nutation experiment, as introduced by Samo-

son and Lippmaa.1 This experiment is divided into two time domains: in the evolutior

period (ti), the system ; irradiated with a radio frequency field (Bi), and in the detection

period (t.2), the free induction decay is collected (fig. 3.1). As shown in section 2.2.1, the

(a)
Figure 3.1: Pulse scheme for the two-

dimensional nutation NMR experiment.

magnetization from a spin-| species in the rotating frame would precess around Bi with a

precession frequency of Wi(= 7B1). Since the rotating frame already rotates around Bo, the

static magnetic field, there is a double precession, which is commonly called "nutation".

For a spin species I = | the nutation experiment is easily described by a simple considera-

tion of the signal intensity after a pulse of length ti. At ti=0, of course, the signal intensity

is zero. Increasing the pulse length results in an increase of the signal, until the 90-degree

condition is reached. A further increase of the pulse length results in a diminishing of the
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signal until, at the 180-degree pulse, no signal is recorded. After a maximal negative signal

(a 270-degree pulse), the signal intensity becomes zero again for a 360 degree pulse (fig. 3.2).

This oscillating signal eventually is damped due to relaxation processes.

I

Figure 3.2: Signal intensity, for a spin

I=\, after a pulse with duration t\.

The quantummechanical description for a spin species with I= | , is given in section 2.2.1,

and the Hamiltonian for the nutation experiment is:

Ti = - 7 N ( B O + ia,h) - TNBil*, (3.1)

for an r.f. field, with strength Bj, applied along the x-direction of the rotating frame. When

the r.f. field is applied on resonance, the Hamiltonian reduces to:

which describes a two-level spin system with an energy separation of 7B1. The nutation

frequency is related to the strength of the r.f. field (Bi), via u>j = fB^. Experimentally

the nutation frequency is directly obtained by Fourier transforming the function shown in

fig. 3.2 with respect to ti. Usually, however, the nutation frequencies are found from a two-

dimensional spectrum, which is obtained after a two-dimensional Fourier transformation of

a series of FID's with variable ti— values.

For a quadrupolar nucleus, the situation is different; here eqn (3.1) has to be extended

with a quadrupole term. When, again, it is assumed that the irradiation is performed on-

resonance, the Hamiltonian, associated with the nutation experiment, can be written as:

where HQ is the first-order quadrupole interaction, which is given by (see appendix A):

§ ) [3I
2 - I2],



where 6 and <p are the polar coordinates, which orient Bo in the PAS of the field gradient

tensor.

Quite similar to the discussion in section 2.3.3, the calculation method for the nutation

frequency strongly depends upon the magnitudes of the separate contributions. Again three

different situations are encountered:

Hrf<HQ , or the nuadrupole interaction equals approximately zero. In this case the spin

system is well-described by the spin I = | Hamiltonian (eqn (3.1)), and the nutation

frequency amounts to u>i.

Hrf=sHq , this problem has to be analyzed by an exact mathematical treatment and is usually

compared with numerical simulations. The following sections will discuss this situation

extensively.

Hrf>HQ , here the Zeeman interaction brought about by the r.f. field can be considered as

a small perturbation of the pure quadrupole states and the nutation frequency equals2

(I+|W,.

In fig. 3.3 a theoretical nutation spectrum of a quadrupolar nucleus (I=f) is shown. The

strength of the quadrupole interaction is chosen such that the spectrum is a typical example

of the above mentioned intermediate situation. The normal NMR spectrum (S(w2)) can be

obtained via the addition of all rows and is calculated according to:

A summation over w2 results in the so-called one-dimensional nutation spectrum (S(u>i)).

This spectrum reflects the gain in information that can be obtained via a nutation experi-

ment, while the spectra for the extreme cases (fig. 3.4), give a quick insight in the relative

strength of the quadrupole interaction. The detection ;,,nd manipulation of these spectra are

discussed in chapter 4.

The nutation spectrum in many cases gives much more information than a normal NMR

spectrum. Unfortunately, however, the nutation spectrum is sometimes too complicated to

interpret, owing to the many overlapping nutation lines. Therefore it is valuable to investi-

gate whether nutation experiments can be designed which result in nutation spectra that are
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a)

Figure 3.3: Theoretial two-dimensional nutation spectrum (a) of a quadrupolar

nucleus with r) =0. The one-dimensional NMR (b) and nutation spectrum (c) are

also shown.

easier to interpret. In this chapter the theoretical and experimental results of an xx nutation

experiment are presented, where the spins are subjected to a sequence of two pulses with

phase x and x.

For the calculation of nutation spectra it is necessary to diagonalize the rotating-frame

Hamiltonian, since nutation frequencies are eigenvalues of this Hamiltonian. In the past this

has been done in three different ways:

• analytically3 for spins I= | ,

• with the fictitious spin formalism,4 also only for 1= | ,

• numerically for any half-integer spin.5'6

In the sections 3.2 and 3.3, the theory of x and xx nutation will be presented for quadrupolar

nuclei with I = | and an exact analytical treatment, similar to the treatment of Pandey and

Hughes3 for x nutation, will be given. The theoretical x and xx nutation spectra will be

compared to experimental results on 23NaNOs.

Section 3.4 will show the analogous treatment for a quadrupolar spin species with I= | ,
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b)

°)

Figure 3.4: Theoretical nutation spectra of

a spin species (I=\) with asymmetry pa-

rameter zero. The nutation spectra of the

extreme cases are depicted in a) and c)

for the low and high quadrupole interac-

tion, respectively. An intermediate case is

shown in b).

again in an analytical way. The theory will be applied to analyse the experimental spectra

of 27A1 (I=|) in both NH4A1(SO4)2 • 12 H20 and zeolite NaA.

3.2 x nutation (I=|)

3.2.1 Theory

During the evolution period in the two-dimensional NMR experiment of fig. 3.1 the Hamil-

tonian for a spin 1= | in the rotating frame is represented by:

where w1=7Bi, u;Q=(e2qQ/8)(3cos2 0-1+7?sin2 0 cos 20), and 0 and <f> define the orientation

of the external magnetic field in the PAS of the electric field gradient (see section 2.3.3).

Here it has been assumed that the spins are irradiated on resonance and that the quadrupole

interaction, represented here by the parameter wQ, is small enough relative to the Zeeman

interaction 7B0, that the non-secular terms of the quadrupole interaction may be neglected.

Also, possible dipolar interactions are ignored. The superscript (x) in H^' denotes the phase

of the r.f. field which is x for each t] value in the 2D experiment.

The nutation frequencies are determined by the eigenvalues of Hjx\ The transformation

matrix (T) which diagonalizes H^' is given by Wokaun and Ernst,7 but will be derived again
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since it shows the way to a treatment of spins with higher spin quantum number, at least

up to I = | . The diagonalization of Hj is straightforward in the basis of eigenfunctions of

I,, \mx >, in the order | | >, | ^ >, | | > and | ^ " . H^' is in this basis represented by

0

0

- 3 .

and can be diagonalized by means of the orthogonal transformation B:

where t

The

H —
u —

an2a=f ^ Q / ( W l - \

eigenvalues of Ex=B~1r

cos a

sin a

0

A»Q) and

[j B are:

- s u i a

COSQ

0

0

an2/3=

0

0

cos/3

sin/3

0

0

— sin/3

cos/3

Q/(WI ++ |wQ) .

where D±=(wi ± WJWQ + WQ)2. Although the basis set |mx > is very convenient for diag-

onalizing Hj \ this set does not form the best choice to calculate nutation spectra, since

the transitions observed in the detection period are labelled by the quantum number mz,

corresponding to eigenfunctions of 1̂ . When A relates the two bases |m2 > and |mx >:

II > = A \mx >=

II >
If >
II >
If >/

(3.3)
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where

then

1 VZ \/3 1

v/3 - 1 1 -V3

v/3 - 1 - 1 \/3

1 V3 %/3 - 1

cos(?_ sin(?_ costf, sin#+

sin 9- - cos 0- sin B+ - cos 0+

sin 6- — cos 0- — sin 6+ cos 0+

cos #_ sin #_ — cos 6+ — sin #+

(3.4)

where
_ = cos a + A/3 sin a

sin 6- = •s/S cos a - sin a

cos#+ = \/3cos/3 -)- sin/3

sin 6+ = cos /? - \ /3 sin /3
(3.5)

tan2(?+ = ~I/3U)I/(UIQ + \<*>\).

Compared to the result of Wokaun and Ernst7 our transformation matrix T differs in the

signs of two columns owing to the choice of the matrix B. Our choice corresponds to a proper

rotation, while Wokaun and Ernst used:

cos a sin a 0 0

sin a - cos a 0 0

0 0 cos/3 sin/3

0 0 sin/3 -cos/3 j

These differences do not affect physical results.

The NMR signal S(tj,t2) can now be calculated with the density matrix formalism:

S(t,,t2) = Tr[p(t,,t2)(I ] I-iIy)]J

where
i»(ti,t2) = exp(-iH;,t2)exp(-iH(i!t)t1)p(0)exp(iHl

1
It)ti)exp(iH2t2).

H2 represents the Hamiltonian during the detection period in the absence of any r.f. irradi-

ation.
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The transitions between eigenstates of H2, \mz >, have frequencies oiy [[i,j) = (§,§),

(|,-^) or (TJT ,^r)]- Since to a good approximation we can observe these three NMR transi-

tions separately (at least in principle), we can also observe a spectrum of nutation frequencies

in three ways via one of the possible transitions in t2. The signal due to the (i, j) transition

in the detection period, can then be written as:

where

i,t2)ij oc p(t,,t2)u = p(t!,t2 = 0)ijexp(-iw|j2)t2),

P(ti,t, = 0)y =

represents the nutation spectrum detected via the (i,j) transition in t2.

When H(jx) is written in the basis |m2 > then Ex = T^H^ 'T and p(t1,t2 - 0)£j can be

rewritten as

p(tuh = 0)y = [Texp(-ffi1t1)T-1/KO)Texp(iErti)T-1]u

= Eu Tttrr-'plOffluTj'expt-iwil't,),

where ujj^ — E^ — Exi is one of the possible nutation frequencies and

is the corresponding amplitude in the nutation spectrum. Note that the nutation frequencies

are determined only by the eigenvalues of Hj and not by the transition (i,j) in t2 via which

the nutation signal is detected. The amplitudes R(ij)ki do depend on i and j .

Because several elements [T~lp(0)T]kl are zero:

0 0 Ri R

0 0 R3 R

Ri R3 0 0

{ R2 R* 0 0 )

(3.6)

where

R, = cos(0+ +

R2 = sin(tf+ +

R3 = sin(0+ +

R4 = -cos(0+

) + 2 cos(6+

+ 2 sin(5i+

- 2 sin(^+

-)+ 2 cos(^

(3.7)
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of the six possible nutation frequencies lu^J'l for a spin I = | only four amplitudes R(ij)ki are

non-zero, those corresponding to (kl) = (13), (14), (23) and (24). Since u^}' = -u>\^ we can

combine the expressions for positive and negative nutation frequencies:

R(ij)kiexp(-iwkl'ti) + R(ij)ikexp(it,

(3.8)

where <

As eqn (3.8) shows, the initial amplitude of the FID in t2 is modulated by a cosine and sine

term in w^J't]. The corresponding amplitudes R(ij)k] and R(ij)ki are listed in table 3.1.

The transitions u>ki with non-zero amplitudes are also indicated in the rotating-frame

energy level scheme for x nutation in fig. 3.5". Clearly, two transitions, w^ and W34, do not

(a) (*)
Figure 3.5: Energy levels in the rotating frame for

a spin species /=§, indicating coherences during

x nutation (a) and xx nutation (b).

occur. The nutation signal detected via the transition ij in t̂  is now given by:

= 153 [Rfi -iu>f t,) (3.9)

Although it is tempting to view the rotating frame coherences as preceding spins I= | ,

eqn (3.9) and table 3.1 show that this cannot be correct. Clearly these spins would have a

transverse magnetization component at ti = 0, at least when the ( | , | ) or (^.-jr) transitions

are detected, and this is not in agreement with the physical situation at ti=0. Fortunately,

when we add over all transitions kl, S(t1:t2)y=0 for ti=0, as it should, because
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Table 3.1:

The amplitudes Rfij^ and Rfijfa in units of B0/(16kT) for the four

different nutation frequencies in the x nutation spectrum of a spin 7=|.

nutation frequency

u>]3 = u)\ 4- D~ — D+

w|4 = u>i 4- D_ 4- D +

(1) n T"l

( 1 ) T-* . I-*

&24 ~ Wi — U— ~T J-'+

ij transition

in t2

(3 l\

( 2 ' ~2~'

("2"'"2"/

(M)
(hi)

(-1 -3\
> ! ' ! '

(3 l l
V2'2'

I1 ~1\
V 2 ' 2 1

(zl =1)
V 2 ' 2 /

( 2 ' 2 /

(T.¥)

R(ii)£,

sin(0+ + 6L)Ri

0

-sin(tf++#_)R I

-cos(6»+ + 0-)R2

0

cos(0+ +0_)R2

-cos(e+ + 0_)R3

0

cos(0+ + 9- )R$

-sin(e+ + e_)R4

0

sin(0+ + 0_)R4

sin(tf+-tf_)R,

-cos(0+ -0_)R 2

2cose+Sin^_R2

-cos(0+-0_)R 2

cos(0+ -6»_)R3

2 sin # + cos 0- R3

cos(0+-0_)R3

sin(0+ - 0_ )R4

-2cos«_cos(?+R4

sin(0+ - (L )R4

The effect of the presence of cos(wy't1) terms in eqn (3.9) is that the nutation spectra

detected via the ( | , | ) and (^jr,1^) satellite transitions, are represented by superpositions of

two-dimensional absorption and dispersion lineshapes. Since the nutation spectrum detected

via the (j,1^-) transition can be properly phased, only these nutation spectra are considered

here. The two-dimensional NMR spectrum for I = | is then given by the Fourier transform

of:

[£^ A ] i^tj). (3.10)
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3.2.2 Comparison between theory and experiment

The normal 23Na-NMR spectrum of NaNO3, obtained with short r.f. pulses, is shown in

fig. 3.6. Since the quadrupole interaction of 23Na in NaNO3 is small (e2qQ=336 kHz, 7j=0)8

200000 0 -200001]

Figure 3.6: One-dimensional NMR spectrum for NaNOs.

all three possible transitions ( | , | ) , ( | ) ^ ) and ( ^ T ) a r e observed in the 23Na spectrum.

With eqn (3.5), (3.7), (3.10) and table 3.1 the nutation spectrum of a powdered sample

can be calculated. Note that the orientation dependence of the nutation frequencies and

amplitudes enters via u>q. Owing to this orientation dependence each nutation line kl must

show a powder lineshape.

Fig. 3.7 shows the powder lineshapes for all four nutation lines of the (|, ~) nutation

spectrum of NaNOs and also of the total nutation spectrum. The powder lineshapes for the

various o^, are quite different. Fig. 3.7 also shows how weak the "triple" coherence o/J4 is.

In this case three of the four nutation powder lineshapes overlap.
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Ad)
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o.o 6.0 10.0 16.0 20.0 26.0

(a)
30.0 36.0

Figure 3.7: Simulated (\, -j-) x nutation spectra for NaN0$, showing separate

powder lineshapes for each nutation frequency: (a) u?i4, (b) u>i3, (c) u>24, (d) W23

and (e) total. The horizontal axis is in units of l(fi Hz.

In fig. 3.8" the experimental x nutation spectrum of NaNC>3 is shown. Probably because

of the superposition of absorption and dispersion lineshapes in the nutation spectrum de-

tected via the satellite transitions, the intensity of the satellites is rather weak. The (|, =±)

transition nutation spectrum, however, is clearly visible and agrees well with the simulated

spectrum of fig. 3.8b when the total spectrum of fig. 3.7e is convoluted with an appropriate

line-broadening. The reason for the need of a line-broadening will be discussed in chapter 4.
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a)
Hz

0 0 5 0 10 0 15 0 20.0 . 25 0

Figure 3.8: a. Experimental two-dimensional x nutation spectrum of NaNO3; the

normal NMR direction is found along the horizontal axis, while the nutation spec-

trum is along the other axis, (b) Simulation of the (^,^)x nutation spectrum for

NaNOi, according to fig. 3.7e with line-broadening. The experimental spectrum

was obtained on a Bruker CXP-300, operating at 79.3 MHz.
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3.3 xx nutation (I=|)

3.3.1 Theory

The next nutation experiment that will be considered is depicted in fig. 3.9. Here the nutation

pulse, whose length ti is being stepped during the two-dimensional experiment, is split into

two pulses with opposite phases x and x. When an xx nutation experiment (fig. 3.9) is

Figure 3.9: Pulse scheme for the two-

dimensionat xx nutation NMR experi-

ment.

applied to a spin system which has either a very small (WQ <C wx) or a very high (WQ » UJI )

quadrupole interaction no signal will be observed,9 while the spectrum of a spin system with

an intermediate quadrupole interaction (WQ « uj\) shows an intricate dependence upon the

pulse length.

The Hamiltonians in the evolution period during the first and second half of ti are:

(3.11)

The density matrix at time ti=2r, t2=0 is now given by:

p(ti,ta = 0) = exp(-iH(rl)r)exp(-iH(,x)r)p(O)exp(iH(
1

IV)exp(iHi-IV)

where
Ex =

T is given by eqn (3.4) and U is obtained from T by changing the sign of Wi.

When again it is assumed that the nutation spectrum is detected via the (i,j) transition
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in t2, the nutation spectrum is proportional to;

/Kti,t2 = 0)ij = Ekmn),Uik(U-1T)km(T-V(O)T)nm(T-lU)npU-j
1x

—I lo?kp + w^l T) (J.12J

Here

and

"kp

= T

Exr and E_xs are the eigenvalues of HjX) and Hj~x>, respectively.

In eqn (3.12) wkpmn can be considered as the nutation frequency of the xx nutation

experiment and R(ij)kp,mn as the corresponding amplitude:

R(y)kP.mn = UikUjp(U-lT)km(T-V(O)T)mn(U-1T)p (3.13)

The matrix T~V(0)T is given by eqn (3.6) and

cos(<)!i_ -

sin(0_ —

0

0

9.) -t

9.) c<

sin(^_ —9-)

)s(0_ —9-)

0

0

0

0

cos((K-0+) -I

cos((ji+ - 9+) si

0

0

where tan20± = ^

(3.14)

Q q= |wi). Eqn (3.6) and (3.14) show that again only certain

combinations of indices k, p, m and n can give non-zero amplitudes R(ij)kp,imi- In addition,

some of the combinations kp,mn that give non-zero amplitudes result in zero nutation fre-

quencies. Table 3.2 shows all k,p,m,n combinations that give non-zero R(ij)kP,mn with the

corresponding nutation frequencies. Prom this table we find that besides nutation frequencies
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zero, only four different frequencies occur:

|c41}| = 2D- = J$

\J*\ = 2D+ + 2£L

[J^l = 2D+ - 2£>_

(3.15)

Table 3.2:

Tht

tha

the

k

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

P

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

combinations of k,

give

P, i

non-zero amplitude.

xx nutation experiment

m n

1 3

1 3

1 4

1 4

23

23

2 4

24

1 3

1 3

1 4

1 4

2 3

2 3

2 4

2 4

u> (1)

0

2D_

2D+

2(D++D_)

-2D_

0

2(D+-D_)

2D+

-2D +

-2(D+-D_)

0

2D_

-2(D++D_)

-2D+

-2D_

0

k

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

P

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

ararf )i indices

» R(tihP,mn in

m n

3 1

3 1

3 2

3 2

4 1

4 1

4 2

4 2

3 1

3 1

3 2

32

4 1

41

4 2

4 2

u>W

0

2D+

2D_

2(D++D_)

-2D+

0

-2(D+-D_)

2D_

-2D-

2(D+-D_)

0

2D+

-2(D++D_)

-2D_

-2D +

0
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When these four frequencies are compared with transitions in the energy level scheme of

Hi (see eqn (3.15) and fig. 3.5b) it is found that the possible nutation frequencies in the xx

experiment can be expressed as functions of d$ and u/^'i the transitions that were missing

in the x nutation experiment!

When we add all R(ij)kp,mn amplitudes that belong to a particular nutation frequency

lu^'l, resulting in a total amplitude R(ij)£,+) for the positive frequency u>^ and in

for the frequency -w£\ we can write eqn (3.12) as:

P(t>,t2 = 0)u = £ a [R(y)J,«p(iu#M + RfijHrecpfiutfM] ,, ...
(o.lo)

where R(ij)< = R(ij)<>+> + R(ij)^>; R(ij)s
a = R(y)<,-> - R(ij)a">.

The amplitudes R(ij)a, R(ij)a and the corresponding frequencies o^1' are shown in table 3.3.

Again, just as in the case of x nutation, R(ij)a=0 only for the (| , ^ ) transition. Although

from table 3.3 follows that S O ^ ( U ) Q 7̂ 0 this does not mean that a signal exists at time

ti=0, since the amplitudes R(ij)a belonging to the non-zero nutation frequencies w ,̂1' are

cancelled at ti=0 by the amplitudes of the terms with zero nutation frequencies. However at

times t1 ^0 terms exist v;ith zero nutation frequencies, in contrast to x nutation. Note that

the zero nutation frequency mentioned here differs from the zero frequency effects resulting

from off-resonance irradiation as discussed by Kentgens10 and Samoson.11
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Table 3.3:

The amplitudes R(zjfki and R(ij)"kl in units of B0/(64kT) for the four

different nutation frequencies in the xx nutation spectrum of a spin /=§.

nutation frequency

J,1] = 2D+

u£> = 2D_

4?
ft4

1)=2(D_+D+)

o>8 + *>$

w^1' - 2(D+ - D_)

*&->&

ij transition

in t2

(- l)
V 2 ' 2 '

(I =1)
V 2 ' 2 >

V 2 ' 2 <*

/3 I)
V 2 ' 2 '

V2' 2 ^

f - 1 - 3 \
V 2 ' 2 ^

^ 2 ' 2 '

/ I - 1 \
V2' 2 >

/-I -3)
V 2 ' 2 ^

(3 I \

/I - l x
\2> 2 '

f = l ^ )
\ 2 ' 2 '

0

-4sin(4^++4e_)

4sin(46+ +4^_)

0

-4sin(4#++4fl_)

-4sin(2e+ + 2e_)

-2sin(4<9++40_)

0

4sin(2(?++26»_)

+2sin(4e++46)_)

4sin(2^+ + 25_)

-2sin(40++40_)

0

-4sin(26>++2^_)

+2sin(4^++4^_)

-8cos 2S_ sin(20+ + 2tf_)

4sin20_sin(20+ +2S_)

-8cos2^_sin(2^+ + 2^_)

-8cos20+sin(20+ + 26_)

4sin 2^+ sin(2^+ + 2^_)

-8cos 2^+ sin(20+ + 20_)

4sin(2e+ +20_)x

x (cos 29+ +cos2^_)

2sin(2^+ + 20_)x

x (sin 20+ - sin 20_)

4sin(20+ +2^_)x

x(cos2S+ +cos2^_)

4sin(20++20_)

x(cos2^+ -cos2^_)

2sin(20+ + 2^_)x

x (sin 20+ +sin20_)

4sin(2^++20_)

x (cos 29+ - cos 26-)
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3.3.2 Comparison between theory and experiment

Fig. 3.10 shows the calculated [(i, j )= ( | , ^ ) ] nutation powder lineshapes for an xx nutation

experiment on NaNO3. A careful comparison shows that now only two lineshapes overlap

(o.'34 ) and (u;15 ) but within one powder lineshape positive and negative amplitudes occur.

The difference and sum frequency terms (UJW + J£ and w$ - J£) are found at low and

(d)

(c)

(b)

1 | (a)

0.0 6.0 10.0 16.0 20.0 26.0 30.0 3S.0 40.0 46.0 60.0

Figure 3.10: Simulated (\,^-) xx nutation spectra for NaNOit showing separate

powder lineshapes for each nutation frequency: (a) u)l2 + w34, (b) u)X2 - u/34, (c)

u>u, (d) u>34 and (e) total. The horizontal axis in units of 11? Hz.

nigh frequencies.

Fig. 3.11a and 2.11b display the experimental and simulated xx nutation spectra of

NaN03 where again for the simulated spectrum line-broadening has been applied. In the

simulated spectrum of fig. 3.11b the term with zero nutation frequency is left out but it can

be clearly seen in the experimental spectrum. The agreement between the simulated and

the experimental spectrum is good except for the peak at ca. 75 kHz. This peak in the

experimental spectrum is much stronger than is expected from the simulation. The reason

for this is not understood.
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«104
 H Z

Figure 3.11: (a) Experimental two-dimensional xx nutation spectrum of NaNO3

obtained on a Bruker CXP-300, operating at 79.3 MHz. (b) Simulation of the

(^, ^) xx nutation spectrum according to fig. 3.10e with line-broadening (in units

of 10* Hz).
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3.4 Application to spin species I

3.4.1 Theory

_ 5
2

The theory of the preceding sections will here be applied to a quadrupolar spin with I= | .

Only major steps and results will be shown here. The starting Hamiltonian is again a

combination of the first order quadrupole interaction and the Zeeman interaction due to an

r.f. field:

WSx) = a-1Ix + a;Q(3Iz
2-f) (h = 1), (3.17)

where u>i = 7B1, WQ = ^^(3cos 2^ - 1 + r) sin2 6 cos 2<j>) and 8 and (f> have their usual

meaning.

When H[x) is represented in the basis of |mz>, the eigenfunctions of Iz (mz = | , | , . . . , ^ ) ,

a 6x6 three-diagonal symmetric matrix is obtained, resulting in a hard to solve 6th degree

secular equation. If, on the other hand, the eigenfunctions12 of Ix or linear combinations13

of |mz > and | -m z > are used, the matrix representation of 7i[x) factorizes out in two 3x3

diagonal symmetric blocks, resulting in two 3rd degree secular equations.

The matrix representation of H[x) in the basis of eigenfunctions of Ix, |m, > in the order

2 ^ ' I 2 > ' 2 ' I 2
-5
2

0

0

0

0

>, is then

0

M +1^
0

0

0

given by

0

0

> o

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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The resulting cubic secular equations can be solved via standard trigonometric methods,14

which leads to the following 6 eigenvalues of 7i\ ;

Sxi = \<>>i — D - COS((2TT + ^>-)/3)

3d = ia\ - D_ cos((2ir - tf-)/3)

E l4 = x w i -

Ex5 = ^ w i -

where D± = 4^/§(<J2 ± WIUJQ + §w£)

and cos*± = %/&«;<? [(u>2 ± j ^ w p — ^w

which diagonalizes Ti^ is then given by

j ± WI + | The resulting matrix

0

0

A2 A3 0 0 0

6 6 0 0 0

»2 M 0 0 0

0 0 «4 «5 «6

0 0 & & &

0 0 A4 A6 A6 }

(3.19)

where Aj = cosaj, fa = Y/sin2ai + sin2 $ and Ki = cos/3j, with

= [(-a? +
cos2A = [(-a? -

and for i = (
o, - 2

fo-Q -

|w, - |wQ +

while for i = 4, 5, 6; < ' 2

Although the diagonalization of %i is easily performed in the eigenbasis of Ix, the

calculation of nutation spectra is not. Since the NMR signal is detected when no r.f. field

is present, the observed transitions are labelled according to |mz > and the diagonalization

matrix B has to be transformed to the eigenbasis of 1T. This transformation is performed by
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the diagonalization matrix of Ix written in the eigenbasis of \mz >, similar to eqn (3.3)

with

A =

= A\mx>,

A/TO

(3.20)

2 2 -2\ /2

- 3 A/2 -3A/2 2 \/l0

-3A/2 3\/2 - 2 - A / 1 0

2 -2 2A/2 - 2 A/5

N/2

2A/5 - 5

A/10 2

A/10 2

2A/5 - 2 A / 2

A/2 2A/5 A/10 - A / 1 0 - 2 A / 5 - A / 2 /

The matrix which diagonalizes ?{[*\ when written in the eigenbasis of Izl is now described

by

T = AB. (3.21)

The NMR signal after an r.f. pulse of length ti , is then calculated witli:

S(t i , t2) = Tr[p(ti , t2),I-], (3.22)

where p(ti,t2) is defined by

p ( t , , t 2 ) = .

During the detection period (t2) the spin system is described by the Hamiltonian %• In

principle 5 single-quantum transitions can be observed (|, §), (§, j),.---> (^r, ^ ) , of which

the transition between the levels with mz = | and mz = ^ is broadened by the quadrupole

interaction only in second order of perturbation theory. The NMR signal owing to a transi-

tion {i,j) can then be written as :

S(ti,tj)« « p(t1,t2)y = p(t l lt2 = 0) i jexp(-i42>t2), (3.23)

where

p(ti,t2 = 0) = exp(-i«i s>ti)^0) exp(iH\%), (3.24)

represents the nutation spectrum detected via the transition (i,j) in t2. Since Ex =

T_iw(x)T> e q n (3 24) c a n be rewritten as

P(ti,t2 = 0)y = [T exp(-iExt1)T-1p(0)T exp(iExt1)T-1]y

(3.25)
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a)
T

4_

2 - •

3

Figure 3.12: Energy levels in the rotat-

ing frame for a spin species 1=\, indicat-

ing coherences during x nutation (a) and

xx nutation (b).

where wk[ = E^ — Ej , is one of the possible nutation frequencies and

(ij)ki = TikTjl[T-V(O)T]kl

is the amplitude of that nutation frequency.

From these considerations it becomes clear that again the nutation frequencies wy' are

only determined by the eigenvalues of H[ , while the corresponding amplitudes R(ij)u also

depend on the measured transition (ij). It can be shown by calculation of [T~V(0)T]ki

that of the I(2I+1)=15 possible nutation frequencies | wj^ | only 9 amplitude factors are

non-zero. This results in the transition scheme of fig. 3.12a.

Since u>£, = -u>£\ we can combine the expressions of positive and negative nutation

frequencies:
O O i w U ' t i ) + RfijfoexpOu&'tj)

(3.26)

where R(ij)£, = R(ij)u + R(ij)ik, and R(ij)Jj = R(ij)ki - R(ij)ik- The total expression for a

nutation signal detected via the (ij) transition can then be written as:

S(ii,t2) oc (3.27)

A special case arises when only the (ij) = ( | <-+ ̂ ) transition is considered, then the cosine

part of the R-factor (eqn (3.26)) equals zero for all combinations of k and /, resulting in a
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nutation signal described by:

S(t i , t2)« | H R ( - , —1)fc,sin(^|'t1)|exp(-iujl
i
i^t2). (3.28)

This results in a pure absorption 2D-lineshape when a real Fourier transform is performed

in tj.10 When the satellite transitions are also recorded, eqn (3.27) has to be used. The

resulting spectrum after a two-dimensional Fourier transformation then consists of a mixture

of absorptive and dispersive lineshapes, or phase-twisted lineshapes.

With eqn (3.21), (3.25) and (3.27) the nutation spectra of a spin I = | can be calculated.

Since the quadrupole frequency (UIQ) depends on the orientation of the static magnetic field

in the principal axis system of the quadrupole tensor, the nutation frequencies wy become

orientation dependent, thus resulting in typical powder patterns.

As described in section 3.3 for a spin species I=| i an i f nutation experiment showed

different frequencies in the nutation spectrum. With the aid of the formula derived in

section 3.3 and the transformation matrices T and U (eqn (3.21)) derived in this section, it

is possible to calculate the xx nutation spectrum of a quadrupolar nucleus with spin quantum

number I= | .

When the R(ij)kp,mn are calculated, the nutation frequencies that form the basis of the

spectrum are those which were missing in the transition scheme of the standard nutation

experiment (fig. 3.12a vs. 3.12b). From such a calculation it also becomes clear that when

only the (ij) = ( | «-» ^ ) transition is considered, the xx nutation spectrum contains negative

intensities. To avoid improper phase settings of the experimental spectra, only magnitude

spectra are used in the comparison of the experimental and theoretical xx nutation spectra.

In the next section the nutation spectra will be considered, both experimentally and

theoretically, of zeolite NaA, which show, when properly phased, pure absorption spectra

and of the material NH4A1(SO4)2 • 12 H2O which show the phase-twisted lineshapes in the

two-dimensional nutation spectra of the satellite transitions.
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3.4.2 Results and Discussion

The one-dimensional 27A1-NMR spectrum of the ammonium alum, NH4A1(SO4)2 • 12 H2O,

is shown in fig. 3.13. Although the quadrupole parameters of the 27A1 nucleus in the alum

can be determined directly from the one-dimensional NMR spectrum by the splittings of

the satellite transitions, the material is a good test case for theoretical considerations of the

nutation experiment.

Figure 3.13: Experimental one-dimensional

NMR spectrum of27Al in AW4A1(SO4)2-12 H20

obtained on a Bruker AM-600, operating at

156.3 MHz.

50 IkHzl

The experimental 2D-nutation spectrum of 27A1 in the ammonium alum, is shown in

fig. 3.14a; since the satellite transitions appear in the 2D-spectrum as phase-twisted line-

shapes (eqn (3.27)), both spectra, experimental and theoretical, are shown in magnitude

mode. This enables us to calculate the exact lineshape of the nutation spectrum of the satel-

lite transitions (fig. 3.14b). The calculation of these phase-twisted line-shapes is discussed

in Chapter 4.
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Figure 3.14: Magnitude representations of the two-dimensional nutation spectra

of21Al in NH4Al(SO4)2 • 12 H20, recorded with an r.f. field of 28 kHz (a) exper-

imental and (b) simulated spectrum.

Fig. 3.15 shows the experimental nutation spectrum of the ( | *-* ^) transition of 27A1

in NH4Al(SO.i)2 • 12 H2O, which is a cross section along Fj at F2=0 of the 2D-nutation
cpectrum in fig. 3.14a. This spectrum can be simulated with an asymmetry parameter t)=0

and e2qQ=425 ± 10 kHz (fig. 3.16a). These small quadrupole interaction parameters arise

from the octahedral coordination of 6 water molecules to the aluminium nucleus.15 Since

the quadrupole frequency (e2qQ/80«15.9 kHz) is of the same order of magnitude as the

r.f. field (a/! = 28 kHz), several overlapping powder patterns, each belonging to a different

nutation frequency, are observed. The spectrum consists of 5 dominant frequencies (wki, kl

= 14, 42, 25, 53, 36), and with eqn (3.21) and (3.28), the powder patterns of each nutation

frequency can be calculated, as shown in fig. 3.16b~f. From this figure it becomes clear that

the remaining 4 nutation frequencies WH (kl = 15, 43, 26, 16) are too weak to be detected
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25 50 75 100
(kHz)

Figure 3.15: Experimental nutation spectrum, detected via the (ij) = f| <-> -£•)

transition of *'Al in NH4Al(SO4h -12 #2 0, recorded with an r.f. field of 28 kHz.

(fig. 3.16e~i). The matching between the experimental and theoretical ( | <-> =£) spectra is

quite good, small deviations are caused by a small contribution of the satellite transitions to

the experimental spectrum, these are not considered in the theoretical spectra of fig. 3.16.
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(b)

J\

X (I)

(e)
(h)

(0

0)

85 SO 75 100 125
nutat ion frequency (kHz)

Figure 3.16: Simulated (\ «-> ^ j nutation spectra for NHtAl{SOi)2 • 12 H2O,

showing separate powder lineshapes for each nutation frequency of fig. 3.12"; (a)

total, (b) WM, (c) u}i2, (d) uJ25, (e) w53, f/j oi36, ^ w15, ('Aj u;43, (i) w26, ftj ^i6-
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When the 27A1-NMR spectrum of hydrated zeolite NaA is recorded, only a featureless

( | <-» =£•) transition is detected (fig. 3.17), from this spectrum no quadrupole parameters can

be determined. This in contrast to the 27Al-nutation spectrum (fig. 3.18a), which has a struc-

I I I I I 1

20 0 ' -2

Figure 3.17: One-dimensional 27Al-NMR spectrum for hydrated zeolite NaA ob-

tained on a Broker CXP-300, operating at 78.2 MHz.

tured signal along Fi; from this spectrum the quadrupole parameters can be determined.

The simulated nutation spectrum for NaA (fig. 3.18b) is calculated with an asymmetry pa-

rameter r) — 1, and a quadrupole coupling constant of 800 ± 100 kHz. These parameters

are consistent with the structure of ohe zeolite NaA, where the aluminium nucleus is tetra-

hedrally coordinated to 4 oxygen atoms, small deviations of this tetrahedral symmetry and

an unequal population of sodium ions around the oxygen atoms,16 result in the relatively

low quadrupole interaction.

Fig. 3.18C and 3.18d show the experimental and simulated xx nutation spectra of 27A1

in NaA, only the nutation spectrum of the ( | <-• ~) transition is shown, since the other

transitions are not observed. The simulated spectrum has been calculated with the same

parameters as the calculated nutation spectrum in fig. 3.18b. The agreement between the

simulated and experimental spectra is good.
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kHz

Figure 3.18: Nutation spectra of27Al in hydrated zeolite NaA, recorded with an

r.f. field of 46 kHz. Experimental (a) and simulated (b) x nutation spectra and,

experimental (c) and simulated (d) & nutation spectra.
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3.5 MAS Nutation

The recording of nutation spectra under MAS conditions enhances the resolution of the 2D-

spectrum along the F2-axis, the usual NMR-axis. The resolution in the F^direction, or the

nutation spectrum, is not affected when the spinning frequency (wr) is smaller than both the

r.f. field (wi) and the quadrupole interaction (WQ). Because of the reduction in quadrupolar

linewidth along F2 (chapter 2), the use of MAS makes it possible to observe spin species

with different quadrupole interactions, which can then be studied via a nutation experiment.

With this type of experiment Engelhardt17 proved the existence of up to 6 different sodium

species in sodium tetrahydroxoborate sodalite, while normal static experiments reveal only

one type of sodium cations.

In the literature13 it is stated that if the ratio (wqax/wr) is larger than 10, the nutation

spectrum is hardly affected by MAS. Fig. 3.19, which shows the nutation spectra of 23Na in

NaN3 under both MAS and static conditions, already indicates that care should be taken,

since the MAS-spectrum of this figure is recorded with an r.f. field of «80 kHz and a spinning

Figure 3.19: One-dimensional 23Na nutation spec-

trum of NaN3, recorded with (a) and without (b)

MAS. The spectra are cross-sections along the nu-

tation axis, of the * «-> ^-transition of the total

2D-spectrum (not shown) and recorded with an r.f.

field of 80 kHz. The si :v,ning frequency in the MAS

spectrum amounts to 3 kHz.

50 100 150 200
kHz

frequency of 3 kHz, which results in a ratio ( W Q B / 4 ) of ca. 27!
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The theoretica! background of MAS-nutation has not yet been treated in the literature.

Here only a superficial discussion of the problems of such a treatment will be given. When

MAS is applied, the spatial coordinates of a quadrupolar tensor become time-dependent: by

means of the rotation of the sample, the polar angles of the quadrupole interaction, 0 and

0, change in time. In fact, when the spinning frequency could be made high enough, no

first-order quadrupolar interaction would be observed in the nutation spectrum.

The standard nutation Hamiltonian, with second-order contributions of the quadrupole

interaction being neglected, has been written as (see eqn (3.2)):

And with the aid of the spin density matrix formalism it has been calculated that:

= exp(-i«1t,)p(0) exp^Wjtj), (3.29)

is the solution of the corresponding Liouville-equation, which denotes the time evolution, of

a spin density operator:

When, however, Hi becomes time dependent, eqn (3.29) is not valid anymore; hence the Liou-

ville equation has to be solveJ by different methods. The application of average Hamiltonian

theory18 or the recursive operator formalism19 can then give an insight in the appearance of

the MAS-nutation spectrum.

Usual values for u>x and wr are in the range of 50-100 kHz and 3-7 kHz, respectively.

Thus only minor differences between the static- and MAS-nutation spectra can be expected

and are obser-.od. However, with the recently developed high-speed spinning, or when the

r.f. field is deliberately reduced, the typical quadrupole powder patterns in the nutation

spectrum may be considerably affected.

In fig 3.20 a series of one-dimensional 81Br-nutation spectra of KBr are shown, which are

recorded as a function of the spinning frequency for a low r.f. field.
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The static spectrum (fig. 3.20a) shows a nutation spectrum of the intermediate situation

(77 w 0.2,e2qQ w 45 kHz). When MAS is applied, the spectrum changes in two different

ways. Firstly the powder pattern splits in several spinning sidebands, located at a distance

of nxwr from wrf. Especially in fig. 3.20c, this type of spinning side bands is visible. This

phenomenon is similar to the one observed in the one-dimensional MAS spectra of spin

species with large chemical shift anisotropies.20'21 Secondly, there appears a series of sharp

signals, located at 0, lxwr, 2xwr, etc. These harmonics of the spinning frequency are

probably due to the modulation of the zero-signal, caused by spin-lattice relaxation in the

rotating frame.

a) Figure 3.20: One-dimensional slBr nutation spec-

trum of KDr as a function of the spinning

frequency: (a) no spinning was applied, (b)

u>r=2.5 kHz, (c) wr=5 kHz. The spectra are cross-

sections of the I <-» ^ — transition of the total

HD-spectrum (not shown) and recorded with an r.f.

field frequency of 12.5 kHz.

10 20 kHz 30
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3.6 Conclusions

The x nutation experiment as originally proposed by Samoson and Lippmaa is the most

simple version of a whole class of possible nutation experiments. The nutation frequencies

for a spin I = | as determined via the x nutation experiment, can be classified according to

the rotating frame transitions as one "triple" and three "single" quantum coherences. Each

nutation frequency yields a powder lineshape. For NaNOs three of these powder lineshapes

in the nutation spectrum overlap.

An investigation, theoretically and experimentally, of the xx nutation experiment on

NaNO3 shows that again four nutation frequencies occur, two of which can be assigned

to "double quantum" coherences in the rotating-frame energy-level scheme, and the other

two being simply the sum and difference frequencies. Here two nutation frequency powder

lineshapes overlap.

This chapter shows the almost unlimited number of ways the nutation experiment can

be executed. Several other nutation schemes, like xy, xxxx, etc, have been investigated, but

these result in very complicated nutation spectra with many overlapping powder patterns,

and are therefore not included in this chapter. The extension of the nutation experiment with

a rotary echo pulse sequence scheme might proof useful in discriminating between different

surroundings of quadrupolar species, an example of this will be given in chapter 6.

The 2D nutation method is very useful for the determination of quadrupole interaction

parameters of I = | quadrupolar nuclei, especially when standard one-dimensional static or

MAS NMR experiments give featureless spectra. With the aid of the spin density operator

formalism, the spectra can easily be simulated, even the intricate powder patterns of the

nutation spectra of the satellite transitions can be understood.
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Chapter 4 Experimental Aspects of

Nutation NMR

4.1 Introduction

Since nutation NMR is a new, two-dimensional NMR technique for solids, it seems appro-

priate to devote a separate chapter to some of the experimental aspects of nutation NMR.

Therefore, in different sections, the phasing of the lines in nutation spectra, and possible

causes of line broadening are discussed. Instrumentally, nutation NMR in the absence of

i-t/.S does not require complicated probe designs and therefore non-spinning nutation NMR

can be nicely combined with variable temperature experiments. In this chapter the probe

design for high-temperature nutation NMR is discussed.

4.2 Miscellaneous Aspects of Nutation NMR

4.2.1 Phasing of Nutation Spectra

Traditionally, in NMR experiments, the most informative spectra are obtained when the res-

onances have pure absorption lineshapes. For the best sensitivity and resolution, quadrature

detection is required with which one can distinguish positive and negative frequencies.

An NMR signal can be written as:

S(t) = Rexp(-i(fit+ </>)), (4.1)

where R and fi denote the amplitude and frequency of the signal. The phase (<j>) accounts

for an improper phasing of the receiver. The NMR spectrum S(a>) is then obtained after a

complex Fourier transformation of eqn (4.1):

S(u>) = r ° R exp(-i(fit + 0))exp(-iu>t)dt
Jo

Evaluation of this equation, where the time-independent phase-factor (—i<j>) is taken out of

the integral, results in:

S ( ) R ( - i < £ ) x
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where PI(<J) and D(u>) represent an absorption and dispersion lineshape, respectively. This

can be written as a combination of real and imaginary terms:

S(u>) = R [(A(v)cos<p-D(u)sm<t>)

- i (A(u>)sm<j>+D(u!)cos(t>)]

The real and imaginary terms are usually stored in different buffers of the computer that

controls the spectrometer. The NMR spectrum is then represented by the real part of the

equation above and thus composed of both absorption and dispersion terms. Since the dis-

persion terms, due to negative intensities, partly cancel the absorption terms and, in addition

have broader tails, they are unwanted. Then the experimenter takes care of the proper phas-

ing of his spectrum, that is, he makes linear combinations of the real and imaginary terms,

such that the real buffer only contains absorption terms. This can also be obtained when the

receiver is properly phased: adjust the receiver such that 0=0. Hereafter it will be assumed

that the receiver is properly phased, thus the phase-factor will be omitted.

Here it will be shown that in nutation experiments the pure absorption lineshapes r\r

only be obtained with a proper two-dimensional Fourier transformation technique,1"5 -

crimination between positive and negative frequencies, however, is not possible.

The signal of a phase-modulated 2-dimensional NMR experiment can be written as:

S(ti,t2) oc Rexp(-iw(1)ti)exp(-iu;(2)t2)1

where w(1) and u/2) are the frequencies of the magnetization in ti and t2, respectively. R

denotes an amplitude factor.

The two-dimensional spectrum [S(u>i,W2)] is then obtained after a two-dimensional :om-

plex Fourier transformation:

T
Fourier transformation in t2 results in:

= / / R exp(-iu/I>ti)exp(-iwiti)exp(-ia>(2)t2)exp(-iw2t2)dt,dt2,
Jo Jo

S(u)j,w2)= / R exp(-iw( )ti)exp(-io;it1)dti x [A(w2) - iD(u>2)|Jo

The second Fourier transformation (in ta), results, analogous to the one above, in:

- i R[A(wi)D(w2)-l-D(a;1)A(a)2)]
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The NMR spectrum, the real part of eqn (4.2), is composed of absorption and dispersion

terms in both u>i- and ^-direction. Now it is impossible to obtain a properly phased spec-

trum, since no linear combinations of the real and imaginary buffers can be made such that

the real part only contains absorption terms.

This far, no specific characteristics of the nutation experiment were included. As shown in

chapter 3 (eqn (3.27)), the nutation FID of a transition (ij), can be described as a summation

over different frequencies (u>kp ):

S(ti, ta)a = £ Rc(ij)kP c o s ^ ' t j ) + iRs(ij)kp (dnfwJJ't,) exP(-i42 ) t2), (4.3)

where the frequencies (u>j^p ) and amplitude factor (Ra(ij)kp), are listed in table 3.1. Fourier

transformation in t2, results in:

S(t,,ws)s = V£ Rc(ij)kp cosfu^'ti) + iRs(ij)kp B i n ^ t , ) • [Ate) - iD(u>2)]. (4.4)

When only the (ij) = (i <-> ^-transition is considered, eqn (4.4) reduces to:

^ = i fc R S ( ^ ) k P s i n ^ t j ) • [A(w2) - iD(,«*)]. (4.5)

since the Rc(™)kp-factors are zero (Chapter 3, table 3.1). The real and imaginary parts of

eqn 4.5, are:

The real part of this signal consists of a dispersion lineshape along o>2. When, after the real

and imaginary parts are exchanged, the imaginary par!' is omitted, the signal is written as:

Which results, after a complex Fourier transformation in ti, in:

Ste,w2)i =i = Y, RS(o~^)kP [Ate) -iDte)]Ate),
2 2 kP

 l 2

which can be phased properly, since the absorption and dispersion lineshapes are stored in

different buffers.
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For the satellite transitions, however, the situation is different, now the Rc(ij)itp-factors

(table 3.1) are not zero. Then, after the first Fourier transformation (in t2), the signal is

described by eqn (4.4), with real and imaginary parts, given by:

Re[S(t,,w8),j] = EkP [Rc(ij)kPcos(4pti)A(w2) + Ri(y)kpsin(w&>t1)D(u'2)]

Im[S(tl7u^)u] = EkP [Rs(ij)kpsin(u;£t,)A(u;2) - Rc(ij)kpcos(41
p

)t1)D(u)2

Here both real and imaginary parts are mixtures of absorption and dispersion lineshapes in

u>j. Thus for the satellite transitions, no pure-absorption two-dimensional lineshapes can be

obtained.

4.2.2 Line-Broadening in Nutation Spectra

At least four mechanisms can contribute to the width of lines in a nutation spectrum: dipolar

interactions, distributions of the quadrupole parameters e2qQ and/or r\ , inhomogeneous r.f.

fields and relaxation effects. Although the chemical shift does not enter the Hamiltonian

in the rotating frame and therefore is not included in the above list, it can still effect the

quadrupole nutation spectrum via off-resonance effects,3 these, however, are neglected here.

Dipolar interactions are usually very small when nuclei with low gyromagnetic ratios (7N )

are involved (see Ch. 2). A nice example of an unusually large dipolar interaction between

a quadrupolar nucleus and a spin-| species is provided by LiAlH.j. Here the aluminium is

directly bonded to 4 protons. The non-proton-decoupled 27A1-NMR spectrum of a static

sampia shows a featureless dgnal caused by a dipolar broadening of the protons (fig. 4.1a).

This becomes clear when the same spectrum is recorded with proton-decoupling during the

measurement of the 27A1-FID. Then the signal shows a structured resonance (fig. 4.1b),

which can be assigned to a cadrupole interaction with an asymmetry parameter, rj w 0.2

and, e2qQss3.0 MHz. The linewidth of the aluminium resonance without proton decoupling

(«15.7 kHz) is reduced to 8.7 kHz with proton decoupling. From this the dipolar contribu-

tion to the linewidth can be assigned to about 7.0 kHz.

Such a large dipolar broadening is rarely encountered in 27A1-NMR spectra, and, as men-

tioned before, has never been observed in zeolites. In LiAlH4, the broadening is caused by

thy short distance between the aluminium and protons and the relatively high gyromagnetic

ratios of both nuclei.
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Figure 4.1: One-dimensional 27Al-NMR spectra of L1AIH4, with (a) and without

(b) proton decoupling. One-dimensional nutation spectra of LiALHi, with (c) and

without (dj proton decoupling. The nutation spectra are obtained by projection

onto the F\-axis of the two-dimensional nutation spectra shown in (fig. 4-2). The

spectra are reco-ded on a CXP-300, operating at 78.2 MHz.

Even for this extreme case, in the nutation experiment the dipolar coupling (7 kHz) is

small compared to both the r.f. field strength (80 kHz) and spectral width (250 kHz). This

is confirmed by the experimental two-dimensional nutation spectrum given in fig. 4.2. Here,

in the nutation-dimension (see fig. 4.1) almost no difference is observed with or without

proton decoupling, as expected since the heteronuclear dipolar coupling (27A1-'H) is already

removed by irradiating the aluminium nuclei. Homonuclear dipolar couplings (27A1-27A1)

though, may still exist, but due to an increase in internuclear distance and a decrease in

gyromagnetic ratio, with respect to the 27A1-1H pair, this type of dipolar coupling is consid-

ered to be far less than the 7 kHz observed for 27A1-1H.

It is not difficult to avoid broadening in the nutation spectrum by inhomogeneous r.f.

fields since the spectral width is so large ompared to the usual r.f. inhomogeneity. To

reduce the effect of r.f. field inhomogeneity one can obtain the nutation spectra using small

cylindrical samples, that occupy only a small section of the r.f. coil.



Figure 4.2: Two-dimensional 21 Al-

nutation NMR spectra of LiAlHi7 with

(a) and without (b) proton decoupling.

Probably the two most important causes for the line-broadening are the distribution of

quadrupole parameters (static) and relaxation effects (dynamic). In many experiments on

zeolites a strong temperature-dependent line-broadening in the 23Na nutation spectra was

noticed, which is assigned to relaxation effects (Chapter 6). Actually, in many cases,4 relax-

ation in the rotating frame becomes at certain temperatures so efficient that the nutation

spectrum broadens beyond detection. Since the splittings in the lotating frame in these

experiments are about 100 kHz, efficient relaxation, causing ultra short Tip and T2p (Chap-

ter 6), can occur when the quadrupolar nucleus executes motions with frequencies in this

range. The fluctuating electric field gradients then provide the relaxation channel.

4.3 Probe Design

A simple single-frequency NMR probe capable of performing nutation experiments is com-

posed of an r.f. coil, a capacitor and a cable to transfer the r.f. power. Because of the small

amount of necessary electronic components, such a probe will be relatively empty, which

leaves a lot of space for temperature-control equipment.
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The major problem of high (or low) temperature experiments is the high temperature

gradient in the probe. High field NMR spectrometers are equipped with superconducting

magnets that have bores varying in size from 4-9 cm. To prevent a large heat input into

the magnet, which could result in a quench of the superconducting wire, the temperature

has to drop from a high (say 500 °C) or low value at the sample to approximately room

temperature at the outside wall of the probe, over a distance of less than 5 cm. This implies

a thorough cooling of the probe walls, and a good insulation from the sample.

Most of the nutation spectra appearing in this thesis are recorded with the NMR probe

shown in fig. 4.3. The probe consists of an L-shaped quartz Dewar, leading a flow of nitrogen

gas around the r.f. coil (g) in which a quartz tube, containing the sample, is placed. The ni-

trogen gas is heated outside the probe by means of a furnace (a). When the heated nitrogen

gas has passed the r.f. coil, it leaves the Dewar through (a'), where it is mixed with cool air

escaping from holes in (h). The total flow then passes through a water cooled copper Dewar

placed above the probe in the magnet bore (not shown). Additional cooling of the probe is

performed by an air flow passing via one of the connectors (d), leading through the interior

of the probe, between the quartz Dewar and the probe walls. Because of the many apertures

in the quartz Dewar, at the top of the probe, the probe walls here have to be cooled by an

additional water cooled copper spiral (/). The temperature of the nitrogen gas is recorded

via a Chromel-Alumel thermo couple (e).
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Figure 4.3: High-Temperature nutation NMR probe, a) furnace, b) connector

for thermo couple, c) r.f. connector, d) air sockets, e) thermo couple, f) water

cooling, gj r.f. coil, h) air cooling and i) outlet for nitrogen gas.
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Chapter 5 Hydration of zeolite NaA

5.1 Introduction

For many applications of zeolites the knowledge of the local environment, mobility and ab-

sorptive behaviour of the cations is very important, for example molecular sieving is often

con+.rolled by the location and size of these cations.1'2 The investigation of these cations has

involved a number of techniques,3"' of which nuclear magnetic resonance seems to be the

most favourable because of its ability to directly detect the cation. A disadvantage of the

NMR technique is that most of the cations, e.g. hydrogen, sodium, potassium etc. have only

a small chemical shift range, so discrimination of different environments via chemical shift

becomes difficult without the use of extremely high fields. In addition, when the nucleus un-

der investigation has a spin quantum number I> \, the resonance line becomes quadrupole

broadened which in general makes the spectral resolution even worse. The latter problems

are overcome by the use of a so-called two-dimensional nutation experiment by which the

quadrupole interaction is separated from the chemical shift.8"10 The theory of this partic-

ular experiment has been thoroughly treated in chapter 3, here the reader is reminded of

the 3 basic situations concerning the strength of the r.f. field (Hrf) versus the quadrupole

interaction (HQ). In the extreme cases, when HQ » Hrf or HQ <C Hrf, the nutation fre-

quency amounts to (I+|) x u>i, respectively lxwj (wi = 7B1), whereas intermediate cases

show many different frequencies (Chapter 3)..10

The technique works particularly well for systems in which quadrupolar interactions can

be used as a monitor to follow structural changes. This is the case for many processes occur-

ring in zeolites. An example is shown in the present chapter and concerns an investigation

of the effect of increased water absorption of zeolite Linde 4A.

X-ray diffraction measurements11'12 have shown that dehydrated zeolite NaA consists of

a- and /3-cages which are interconnected by 8-, 6- and 4-membered rings. Per unit cell there

are 8 sodium cations on the symmetry axis of a six-ring but 0.2 A displaced into the a-cage,

3 cations are located in the plane of the 8-ring but 1.23 A away from the center, the twelfth

cation is placed opposite to a 4-ring, also displaced into the a-cage (cf. Chapter 1, fig. 1.5).
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5.2 Experimental

The zeolite Linde 4A was bought from Fluka A.G. and used without further purification.

The zeolite was dried by heating in vacuum at 350 °C. The different water loadings were

prepared by exposing the dried zeolite for 1 day to a nitrogen atmosphere with a known,

variable, vapour pressure of water. The goal was to prepare samples with n molecules of

water per unit cell (n = 0, 1, 2, •••). The different loadings were checked afterwards by

absolute intensity measurements of the proton NMR signal.

The potassium-exchanged zeolite was obtained by stirring the zeolite for 3 days in water

containing 2 equivalents of KOH.13 All samples were measured in closed 6 mm quartz tubes

which contain no sodium. The 23Na-NMR experiments were performed on a Bruker CXP-300

and AM-500, working at 79.35 and 132.93 MHz, respectively. The proton measurements were

done at the CXP-300, while aluminium was measured at the AM-500 working at 130.29 MHz.

All experiments were performed on static (non-spinning) samples.

To overcome the receiver dead time the one-dimensional 23Na-NMR spectra were re-

corded with the spin-echo technique.14 Due to this receiver dead-time the two-dimensional

nutation spectra are somewhat distorted in F2-dimension, since the free induction decays

are measured directly, but this does not effect the conclusions.

The strength of the radio frequency field for the two-dimensional nutation experiments

was 84 kHz. Each two-dimensional experiment took about an hour of spectrometer time.

The samples showed no degradations during two months.
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5.3 Results

The 27A1-NMR spectrum shows, as expected, one resonance at 60 ppm, which is typical for

tetrahedrally coordinated aluminium. The measured proton content and linewidth of the
27Al resonance as a function of the weighted water amount are shown in figure 5.1. The
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Figure 5.1: Values of the p/l Al-NMR linewidth (Avi, circles), and the intensity of

the ' H resonance (l^H), squares) in NaA as a function of water content (number

of H2 O molecules per unit cell).

one-dimensional 23Na-NMR spectrum of dried Linde 4A, recorded with a relaxation delay

of 0.4 s at 11.7 T, shows three lines in which the outer lines have a splitting of 31.2 kHz,

while the central line shows a shoulder. This splitting increases to 53.8 kHz on recording the

spectrum at 7.1 T, while the shoulder becomes more pronounced (fig. 5.2a"b). Integration

of the spectra shows that the intensity of the outer lines is about two times the intensity of

the central component.

The exchange of potassium for 2 sodium ions results in a decrease of the central line of

the 23Na-NMR spectrum (fig. 5.2b"c).

The two-dimensional nutation spectrum of the dry zeolite shows the same three lines, but

located at 2xu)X in Fi-direction ((I-f-|)=2 for I= | ) (fig. 5.3). Introducing the first amount

of water (~1 molecule H2O/unit cell), causes a decrease in the splitting of the outer pair
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Figure 5.2: 23Na-NMR spectra of a) NaA at 11.7 T, b) NaA at 7.11 T and c)

NaA with two potassium, ions at 7.11 T. The signal denoted with an asterisk in

the spectra b) and c) is due to a back-folded signal of copper from the probe.

of lines to 45.6 kHz at 7.1 T and the disappearance of the small shoulder of the central

line. In the F!-direction no changes appear. Introducing up to five water molecules per unit

cell does not result in further changes in the spectra. The fifth water molecule induces a

slight increase in the tail of the central signal in the Fi-dimension towards lxwi and a small

decrease of the two outer lines in the F2-dimension. The next six water molecules give a

gradual decrease in intensity of the outer lines in the F2-dimension. The intensity lost from

the outer lines reappears as a narrow signal in the F2-dimension and a broad line in the

F)-dimension, around u>i- The remains of the outer lines are still found at 2xu>i in the Fi-

direction. At a content of 12 water molecules per unit cell the spectrum in the F2-dimension

has collapsed to a single, relatively narrow line. In the Fi-direction more and more intensity

shifts to Fi=lxu>,, while the linewidth in this direction becomes large, 150 kHz. Upon

further hydration to 27 water molecules per unit cell2 a single line remains in F2-direction

while the Fi-spectrum becomes centered at Fi = 1 x u>\ with a linewidth of 80 kHz.
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Figure 3.3: Two-dimensional Z3Na-NMR spectra of zeolite NaA as a function

of the water content. The Fz-dimension is the horizontal direction in the plane

of drawing. The numbers along the Ft direction indicate ujt and Hxuj], with

UJ, = 84 kHz.
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5.4 Discussion

The proton NMR results show a gradual increase in water content, approximately propor-

tional to the amounts of water expected, except for the second and third sample, which seem

to have both the same amount of water and more than aimed at.

The one-dimensional 23Na-NMR spectra (fig. 5.2a"b) taken at different field strengths

show a reciprocal dependence of the splitting of the outer pair of lines with field, also the

width of the inner line shows this field dependence. This is characteristic for a dominant

quadrupole interaction.15 Computer simulation (fig 5.4) of this spectrum shows that the

central line with intensity 1 can be fitted with an asymmetry parameter of about 0.9 and a

quadrupole coupling constant of 3.2 MHz, while the parameters of the outer lines with an

intensity of 2 are 0 and 5.8 MHz, respectively. These values are similar to those found by

Lechert et. al.6 (»j=0.7, e2qQ=3.36 MHz; T?=0, e2qQ=5.13 MHz).

Figure 5.4: Experimental (a) and simulated (b) 23Na-

resonance of dehydrated zeolite NaA recorded at 7.11 T.

— I — T"
0 -L0 (kHz)

The intensity ratios of both lines show that the sodium ions located near the 6-rings,

which have a symmetric surrounding, give rise to the signal with the small asymmetry pa-

rameter. The other 4 sodium ions, near the 8- and 4-rings, which are in a rather asymmetric

surrounding, form the central line. This assignment is also justified by the exchange experi-

ment with potassium because of a preferential occupancy of potassium at the 8-rings12'16'17

resulting in a decrease of the intensity of the central line (fig. 5.2Q). A further assignment of

the 4 sodium ions to the 8-ring and 4-ring can not be made.

Every detail of the nutation spectra obtained from the hydration experiments (fig. 5.3)

can be explained quite easily in terms of changing quadrupole parameters.

We already observed that the first amount of water had only slight effects on the quadrupole

doublet, while the shoulder of the central line vanished. This can be explained by a specific
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absorption of the water molecules by the 4 sodium ions in asymmetric sites, the 8- and 4-ring

ions, which has been proposed before by several other authors.3'4'18

When a sodium ion in an 8-ring takes up 1 water molecule, the symmetry increases

(lower asymmetry parameter, less pronounced shoulder), but the quadrupole interaction is

not diminished, so in our two-dimensional experiment the lines remain at 2xu>i along the

Fi-dimension. The small decrease in quadrupole splitting of the sodium spins near the 6-

rings after the first water molecules have been absorbed at the 8- and/or 4-rings, might be

explained by a water induced weakening of the framework strain.19 Because of the reduced

interaction of the 8- and 4-ring sodium ions with lattice oxygen atoms on hydration,20 these

atoms tend to relax into the framework21 and this results in a small increase in distance be-

tween the 6-ring sodium ions and oxygen atoms. The quadrupole interaction of the sodium

ions is then expected to decrease.

The effect of an increase in aluminium-sodium distance and of the relaxing oxygen atoms

can be monitored by 2rAl-NMR (fig. 5.1). A gradual decrease in linewidth is observed with

increasing water content. Because of a dominant quadrupole interaction of the aluminium

nucleus we can conclude that the symmetry of the aluminium is increased on hydration,

which is found in many zeolite investigations.15'20

When the sodium ions near the six-rings become hydrated the symmetry around sodium

increases from distorted trigonal to nearly tetrahedral,22 which means a tremendous decrease

of the quadrupolar interaction, as can be viewed from the narrowing in the F2-dimension and

from the increase of the signal at lxuij along Fi for 5 and more molecules of water per unit

cell. At nearly 12 water molecules, the quadrupole doublet has almost disappeared, which

means that all 6-ring sodium ions are occupied with 1 water molecule. When hydration

continues, all sodium ions become tetrahedrally surrounded, resulting in 1 resonance line

located at lxwi for the total hydrated zeolite.

The central component in the two-dimensional spectra of the zeolite, loaded with 6 oi

more water molecules, has a Lorentzian lineshape in Fi-dimension. This indicates a relax-

ation effect rather than a quadrupole parameter distribution. To test this we performed an

experiment where two pulses with opposite phases and equal lengths preceded the nutation

experiment. With such a rotary-echo experiment23 the contribution to the nutation spec-

trum of spins with a short T2p should decrease with the length of the pulses. For a loading
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of 6 water molecules per unit cell the spectra (fig. 5.5) show clearly a disappearing of the

broad centrai component in Fj-dimension. This component originates from the hydrated

Figure 5.5: Two-dimensional s3Na-NMR spectra of zeolite NaA loaded with 6

water molecules, with different rotary echo times. The upper spectrum is obtained

when the nutation pulse is preceded by two pulses of opposite phase and lengths

of 1 (is, for the lower spectrum these rotary echo pulses have a length of 6 (is.

sodium ions at the 6-ring, since the contribution of sodium at dry 6-ring sites and hydrated

8/4-ring sites is still present (long T2p) at 2X.IJJI in the Fj-dimension after pulses of 6 fi&.

We think that the short T2,, is due to a shortening of the spin-lattice relaxation time in the

rotating frame (Tip) of the hydrated sodium ions at the 6-rings. This is probably caused

by an increased mobility of either the sodium ions or water molecules. In both cases the

quadrupole interaction is modulated in time, causing spin-lattice relaxation.

Dielectric loss and conductivity experiments3'4 performed by Lohse et.al. and Morris,

respectively, suggest an increased sodium mobility with increased water content. This relax-

ation effect will be discussed in detail in chapter 6.
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5.5 Conclusions

From the two-dimensional 23Na-nutation experiment we can conclude:

1. In dry NaA two Na sites can be detected, at the 6-rings (e2qQ=5.8 MHz, r;=0)

and at the 8/4-rings (e2qQ=3.2 MHz, ^=0.9)

2. Absorption of a few molecules H2O per unit cell affects both sets of quadrupole

parameters, but the first molecules are absorbed at the 8/4-rings.

3. After about 4 absorbed H2O molecules the next 8 molecules are absorbed at the

sodium ions at the 6-rings and have a great effect on the local symmetry around

sodium, as showr by the decreased quadrupole interaction. In addition these

sodium ions have a short T2P in the rotating frame.

The two-dimensional nutation technique is very useful for the study of quadrupolar nuclei in

zeolites, more information about the surroundings of the nuclei in question is obtained than

with the usual one-dimensional experiment.
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Chapter 6 Rotary Echo Nutation NMR
6.1 Introduction

The nutation technique is especially well suited for the study of quadrupole nuclei in systems

undergoing changes as demonstrated by 27Al-nutation NMR of the dealumination or hydra-

tion of zeolite H-ZSM-51'2 or in chapter 5, where the effect of absorbed water on sodium ions

in zeolite A was studied. In the latter case, the affinity of the sodium ions at different sites

towards water and the effect of water on the local symmetry around sodium was shown to

be different, as observed by the change of the 23Na-nutation spectra.

In this chapter an extension of the nutation NMR experiment will be studied, where

the nutation pulse is preceded by two r.f. pulses of the same length but of opposite phase

(fig. 6.1), a rotary echo,3 the rotating frame analog of a Hahn spin-echo. Since the nutation

r T

Figure 6.1: Pulse scheme for the rotary echo nutation experiment.

NMR experiment reflects the evolution of the spin vectors in the rotating frame which is

governed by coherent interactions (quadrupole interaction and interaction with the r.f. field)

and incoherent interactions (relaxation), the nutation NMR yields also information about

relaxation effects in the rotating frame. This aspect of nutation NMR has not been studied

before and here it is shown how the combination of nutation NMR and a rotary echo can be

used to detect and analyze relaxation effects in the rotating frame.
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^.2 Experimental

The zeolite Linde 4A was bought from Fluka A.G. After drying the zeolite at 350 °C in

vacuum, the zeolite was exposed for 1 day to a nitrogen atmosphere with a known vapour

pressure of water. In this way samples are prepared with a known number of H2O molecules

per unit cell, as described in. chapter 5. The samples are stored and measured in sealed

6 mm quartz tubes and showed no degradation during two months. The 23Na-NMR experi-

ments are performed on static samples on a Bruker CXP-300, operating at 79.35 MHz. The

variable temperature experiments are performed with the Bruker probe Z33DR-MAS-7DB.

The strength of the radio-frequent field for the two-dimensional nutation experiment;, was

84 kHz. 64 tf values were used (0-128 fis). Each two-dimensional experiment took about half

an hour of spectrometer time. To reduce the signal at F! = 0, the free induction decay with

the longest tj-time, at which the modulation of the signal has vanished, was subtracted from

all free induction decays with shorter tj prior to the two-dimensional Fourier transformation.4

6.3 Theory

The theory of a straightforward nutation experiment has been described in chapter 3. For a

nucleus with spin quantum number | the evolution of its magnetization in an l.f. field was

calculated5'8 and it was shown that the amplitude of the signal, observed in the detection

period after the r.f. pulse, becomes modulated with four different frequencies as a function

oft!.

In this section we cakula'd the evolution of the system when directly after a pulse,

a second pulse is given with an opposite phase. The idea is to use such a rotary echo

sequence before the nutation pulse to study the relaxation behaviour of quadrupolar spins

in the rotating frame. This calculation resembles the theory of an xx nutation experiment

in chapter 3, but now the xx pulse sequence is followed by a nutation experiment.

With the aid of the results presented in chapter 3, in particular eqn 3.16 and tabie 3.3,

the signal after an xx sequence can easily be calculated as:

S ( 2 T ) = [A1sin(^ )r) + A2sin(u;Wr)

+A3 Mi*>n + u&V) + A4 sin((w{? - U$))]
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with

A4 = |

= 4sin 20+sin(20+ + 26L)

= 4sin20_sin(20++20_)

= | ( A , - A a ) ,

+ A2),

where Q+, 9- and E^ are defined in eqn (3.5) and (3.12). Fig. 6.2 depicts the dependence on

WQ/OJI of the four amplitudes A;. Eqn (6.1) and fig. 6.2 show that a rotary echo sequence

-2.0
0.0

Figure 6.2: The amplitude factors (A-J as a function of P(—2XU}Q/U>I).

refocuses the magnetization at time 2r (for an arbitrary value of r), ?]ong the z axis only

for the two limiting situations WQ <C U>X and UIQ 3> u>\. This can also be derived from the

fact that in these limiting cases the Hamiltonian can be approximated by Hi*' ~ u>\l% and

Hi*'«(I+ 1)^!lx, respectively For the intermediate cases, LJQ W WI, however, the situation is

more complicated. The signal, and of course also the nutation spectrum when the nutation

pulse is preceded by a rotary echo pulse pair, depends on the length of the rotary echo

pulses even in the absence of relaxation effects. This effect will be neglected since for the

application discussed here most intensity in the nutation spectrum is found at nutation

frequencies of lxa;i and 2x1*^. In chapter 8, however, an example will be shown in which
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an intermediate quadrupole interaction is subjected to a rotary echo pulse sequence. With

the above mentioned simplification the only effect the rotary echo pulse pair can have on

the nutation spectrum is due to relaxation in the rotating frame which may prevent the

formation of a rotary echo at the timo the nutation pulse begins. In analogy to NMR in

the laboratory frame the characteristic relaxation time that governs the attenuation of the

rotary echo and subsequently of the nutation signal is Tzp.

6.4 Results and Discussion

Before we describe the effect of a rotary echo pulse pair on the nutation spectra of partly hy-

drated NaA, previous results on NaA (Chapter 5) have to be summarized. The 23Na-NMR

spectrum of dehydrated NaA (fig. 6.3) consists of an axially symmetric quadrupolar line

(e2qQ=5.8 MHz, 7?«0), assigned to the sodium ions in the 6-rings, and a line broadened by

a non-axially symmetric quadrupolar interaction (e2qQ=3.2 MHz, TJSSO.9) from the sodium

ions at the 8- and 4-rings. The nutation frequency of ca. 2xu>i for both sites (fig. 6.4) also

60 40 20 0 -20 -U0 -60
kHz

Figure 6.3: 23Na-NMR spectrum of zeolite NaA at 11.7 T. The two outer peaks

can be assigned to the axially symmetric quadrupole interaction of Na ions at the

6-rings and the structured inner line to Na ions at the 8- and 4-rings.

indicates a relatively large quadrupole interaction.

By preparing samples with varying amounts of absorbed water it was found that up to 4-

5 molecules H2O per unit cell the nutation spectra change very little. A considerable change
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Figure 6.4: Two-dimensional 23Na-nntation

spectra of dried zeolite NaA (a) and of zeolite

NaA loaded with 10 water molecules per unit

cell. The numbers along the F\ direction, the

nutation dimension, indicates lxi^i and 2xuii,

with U\ = 84kHz.

of these spectra occurs when more than 4-5 molecules H2O per unit cell are absorbed. With

increasing water content (increasing from 4-5 molecules H2O per unit cell) the symmetric

quadrupole component from the 6-ring sodium ions gradually vanishes from the nutation

spectrum while their nutation frequency changes from 2xuii to lxwi-

Fig. 6.4 shows the 23Na-nutation spectra of the NaA sample with 0 and 10 H2O molecules

per a-cavity, and the narrowing of the spectrum along the F2 axis, the normal NMR dimen-

sion, is evident. Clearly, when the sodium ions at the 6-rings become hydrated the local

electric field gradient at the site of those sodium ions decreases or becomes of higher sym-

metry.

A striking observation that can be made from fig. 6.4 is that although the nutation spec-

trum narrows in the F2 dimension and the nutation frequency from the sodium ions at 6-rings

shifts to 1 xwi, the width of the nutation line (the projection onto the Fj dimension) increases

strongly. Here we study the cause of this strong line-broadening. Such a line-broadening

can be of the inhomogeneous type (e.g. a distribution of quadrupole parameters) or of the

homogeneous type (spin relaxation). As a spin-echo experiment can clarify this problem,

the nutation experiment is preceded by a rotary echo sequence as described (fig. 6.1).

The effect of the rotary echo pulse sequence on the 23Na-nutation spectrum of zeolite

NaA, loaded with 6, 12 and 27 water molecules per unit cell is shown in fig. 6.5Blb and 6.6"

for rotary echo pulse lengths up to 6 (is. Fig. 6.5" clearly shows that with a loading of 6 water

molecules and a rotaiy echo pulse length of 6 /is the broad nutation line centered at lxu>i
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has completely disappeared. The remaining intensity at 2x0!! i • due to sodium ions at 8-

and 4-rings (the center peak of the spectrum of fig. 6.3) and due to 6-ring sodium ions that

are not yet hydrated. For the sample loaded with 12 molecules H20 the situation is similar

(fig. 6.5b) except that some of the intensity of the broad nutation line is still present after

a rotary echo pulse of 6 (is. All 6-ring sodium ions are now hydrated but the 8- and 4-ring

sodium still show a nutation frequency of 2xwi.

With 27 H20 molecules in the unit cell, fig. 6.6a shows that the rotary echo sequence

has little effect, except for some line narrowing in the nutation dimension. Practically all

sodium ions have a nutation frequency of \xu\ now. These experiments proof that the

rotating frame line-broadening during the nutation pulse for the hydrated sodium ions at

6-ring sites is not due to a distribution of quadrupole parameters but to a spin relaxation

effect described by a characteristic time T2p- For the sample loaded with 6 H20 molecules

the nutation linewidth is ca. 125 kHz which corresponds to a Tjp of ca. 2 (is and that

explains why the nutation signal is gone when the nutation pulse is preceded by a rotary

echo pulse pair of 2x6/is.
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a)

Figure 6.5: Rotary echo nutation spectra of zeolite NaA loaded with 6 (a) and 12

(b) water molecules per unit cell, the lengths of the rotary echo pulses are shown

at the left of each spectrum. The numbers along the vertical axes indicate

and 2xuJi.
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b)

Figure 6.6: Two-dimensional nutation spectra of wet (27 molecules H20) zeolite

NaA. (a) Rotary echo nutation spectra as a function of the rotary echo pulse

length, (b) Nutation spectra as a function of temperature.
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The T2p is strongly dependent on the degree of hydration and on the temperature as fig. 6.6b

shows. The nutation spectrum of the wet zeolite NaA (27 H2O moi> cules per unit cell) at

different temperatures shows very different linewidths in the nutation dimension, at 393 K

15 kHz, at 288 K 120 kHz, at 273 K ca. 160 kHz and at 198 K ca. 63 kHz. The inverse of

the linewidth of the nutation line for different temperatures is shown in fig. 6.7 It is evident

-10-
Inffi

-11-

-12-

o° • o
Q p

o

2 3 3 * - I 5

10/TfK )
Figure 6.7: The inverse width (f~x) of the nutation line of the wet zeolite as a

function of temperature.

that a dipolar relaxation mechanism can never give a T2p of the order of a few us and

that fluctuations of the electric field gradient must be responsible for the observed linewidth

effects. For a qualitative description we follow Abragam's treatment of the theory of the

NMR linewidth in the presence of motion of the spins,7 but translated to the rotating frame.

In this treatment the linewidth of an NMR line for the transition between two states |a >

and |b > in the presence of a fluctuating Hamiltonian can be written as the sum of two

contributions:

^r%+12(bk)> (6-2)
where 1/T^, is the so-called adiabatic linewidth and ta and tb are the lifetimes of the two

states involved. The first term represents the fact that a time-dependent Hamiltonian or part

of the Hamiltonian may narrow the static linewidth, i.e. the linewidth in the absence of the

time-dependence. Therefore, l/T^, is equal to or smaller than the static linewidth depending
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on the timescale and character of the fluctuating Hamiltonian. 1/T^, has reached its lower

limit when the fluctuation frequencies have become greater than the static linewidth. When

the correlation time becomes even shorter and the inverse approaches the resonance frequency

(in our case the splitting between two states in the rotating frame) transitions between |a >

and |b > may be induced which shorten the lifetime of |a > and |b >. When |a > and |b >

would be the only eigenstates then l/ta = 1/tb = l/2Tip, the spin-lattice relaxation time

in the rotating frame. The fluctuating Hamiltonian in this situation broadens the resonance

line, in our case the nutation line, according to eqn (6.2). When the fluctuation rate of the

Hamiltonian becomes much taster than the resonance frequency, the line-broadening and

1/T2p decreases again, just as observed (fig. 6.7).

Since the splittings in the rotating frame are of the order of 100 kHz, a minimum in T2/,

or a maximum linewidth of the nutation line is found at a degree of hydration or temperature

where the fluctuation rate is about 105 s"1. Such a fluctuation of the electric field gradient

at the sodium sites can be caused by fluctuations in the positions of the sodium ions (sodium

ion mobility) or by a mobility of the H2O molecules.

This experiment cannot decide which of these two possibilities, or a combination there

of, is responsible for the observed relaxation phenomena. The observed fluctuation rate of

105 s"1 lies within the range of proton jump frequencies commonly observed in zeolites.8'9

However it has also been reported that the conductivity due to sodium mobility in NaA

increases with water content.10"12

6.5 Conclusions

With the rotary echo nutation NMR technique signals from quadrupolar nuclei with different

rotating frame spin relaxation times can be distinguished. In an application to sodium ions

in the zeolite NaA it is shown that very different rotating frame spin relaxation times indeed

occur.

With an increasing degree of hydration the T2p of sodium ions near 6-rings becomes

drastically shorter. With ca. 6 molecules H2O per unit cell T2p is a few fis causing a maximum

nutation linewidth. At higher hydration T2/> becomes longer again and the nutation linewidth

increases again. A maximum in this linewidth is also observed as a function of temperature
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at about 253 K. The short Tip of the 6-ring sodium ions is due to fluctuations of the electric

field gradient at the sites of the quadrupolar nucleus with frequencies comparable to the

rotating frame energy splittings. The sodium ions at 8- or 4-rings do not show such short

rotating frame relaxation times.
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Chapter 7 High temperature NMR of

dehydrated zeolite NaA
7.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters, the discussion concentrated upon the effects caused by hydration

of NaA. Here since many zeolites are used as catalysts at temperatures up to 300 °C, we

present a high temperature NMR study of dehydrated zeolite A.

The crystal structure of zeolite NaA is sensitive to pressure, chemical composition and

temperature.1"3 For instance it was found by Rayment and Thomas,3 who measured the

X-ray powder diffraction patterns of dehydrated zeolite NaA as a function of temperature,

that at room temperature the structure of the zeolite shows a rhombohedral distortion of

cubic symmetry, this distortion disappeared upon heating the zeolite to above 328 K.

7.2 Experimental

The zeolites Linde 3A and 4A (K6NaeA and Nai2A respectively) were bought from Fluka

A.G. and dried at 350 °C in vacuum. The zeolite with 2 potassium ions per unit cell

(r^Na^A) is obtained by stirring the zeolite NaA for 3 days in water containing 2 equiv of

KOH4 and dried under the same conditions as Linde 3A and 4A. Proton NMR measurements

showed that the dried zeolites contained no residual water.

The high temperature NMR experiments are performed on a Bruker CXP-300, operating

at 79.35 MHz for 23Na, 78.27 MHz for 27A1 and 56.59 MHz for 29Si, with the home-built

probe, described in chapter 4.

The one-dimensional spectra are all recorded with a two-pulse spin-echo experiment to

overcome receiver dead time problems. The strength (')Bij2i:) of the radio frequency field

for the two-dimensional nutation experiments was 80 kHz and 64 ti values are used (0-

128 /is). The recording of the two-dimensional nutation spectra took about 30 minutes of

spectrometer time at 293 K, while at 623 K it increased to 8 hours. Here only the FID
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immediately following the pulse was acquired.

To reduce the signal at Fi=0 the free induction decay with the longest ti-time, at which

the modulation of the signal has vanished, was subtracted from all free induction decays

with shorter ti prior to the two-dimensional Fourier transformation.5

The high temperature X-ray powder diffractogram of zeolite NaA was recorded using a

Guinier Lenne camera (Enraf Nonius) at the University of Delft. During data acquisition

the zeolite was heated by means of a dry stream of heated nitrogen. No rehydration occurred

during the measurement.
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7.3 Results

The one-dimensional 23Na-NMR spectrum of zeolite NaA, recorded at 295 K (fig. 7.1a),

shows at least two overlapping quadrupolar powder patterns (see Chapter 5). The two outer

a)

20 0 kHz-20 -10 20 0kH2-20 -L0

Figure 7.1: One-dimensional 23Na-NMR spectra of dry zeolite NaA as a function

of temperature (in K). The signal, marked with a x, in (b) is due to a backfolded
63 Cu signal from the probe, which is not present in (a).

peaks which both belong to one of these patterns have a splitting of 54 kHz, while the central

line shows two shoulders. When the temperature is increased, the outermost lines gradually

disappear while at first the central line broadens. At 466 K (fig. 7.1a) the outer lines have

totally vanished and a single line remains, which narrows upon heating to 953 K.
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In the two-dimensional nutation spectrum at 293 K (fig. 7,2) the Fi axis, the nutation

axis, is indicated in units of u)j. The projection of the two-dimensional spectrum onto Fi,

623 K

Figure 7.2: Two-dimensional 23Na-nutation spectra (left) of dry zeolite NaA as a

function of temperature (in K). The projections of the spectra on the Fi-axis are

shown at the right.

the one-dimensional nutation spectrum, is also given for each temperature. A projection

onto the other axis gives the normal one-dimensional NMR spectrum as would be obtained

with single pulse excitation.

For temperatures up to 455 K, the nutation frequencies are around 2xu;i. Above 455 K

the nutation line starts to broaden and to shift to lower nutation frequencies.
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The measured linewidth of the 27A1 resonance as a function of temperature iu shown in

fig. 7.3. When the temperature is increased from 293 K to 373 K, the linewidth decreases

4.5-

3.9-

3.7-

1 ' • ' I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

373 C73 m 573

Figure 7.3: Values of the 27Al-NMR linewidth (kvi ) as a function of temperature.

about 600 Hz, while above 373 K the width remains constant.
29Si-NMR on a static sample (that is no MASS is performed) shows a single structureless

resonance line located at 88 ppm (relative to TMS), with a linewidth of ca. 1500 Hz. Both

the position and the width of this line remain unchanged when the temperature is increased

from 293 K to 471 K.

A part of the X-ray diffraction pattern of the dried zeolite NaA is shown in fig. 7.4. The

X-ray reflections are shown as a function of thermal history. First the sample is heated at

623 K for 15 hours and then the temperature is quickly lowered to 293 K. Approximately

fourteen hours after this lowering of the temperature to 293 K, the 880 and other reflections3

split. These splittings decrease gradually upon slowly increasing the temperature and vanish

at ca. 373 K. The same behaviour was observed for many other reflections, most of them

are not shown for clarity. The thermal hysteresis observed in the X-ray diffraction pattern

is not found in the NMR experiments. The changes in the NMR spectra are instantaneous.
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Figure 7.4: Temperature programmed X-ray diffractogram of dried zeolite NaA.

The temperature program is shown at the bottom. The reflections are traces taken

from the original X-ray photograph.

The one-dimensional NMR spectrum of 23Na in K2Nai0A at 293 K (fig. 7.5a), shows the

same pattern as the spectrum of zeolite NaA, except for a relative decrease in intensity of the

central line. When the temperature is increased, the intensity of the outermost lines starts

to decrease at about 380 K, while the central line broadens. This gradual vanishing of the

outer lines continues to about 503 K, where the original outer lines have almost completely

disappeared, while the central line has developed a shoulder. This shoulder is observed above

421 K. When more sodium is exchanged for potassium (KgNaeA), the temperature at which

the outer lines vanish is increased to about 467 K (fig. 7.5b). When the original outer lines

have almost completely disappeared at about 547 K, a new feature appears. Upfield of the

central peak another relatively narrow peak appears. At 682 K, the spectrum is similar to

that of K^NaioA, except that the "central" line shows two peaks.
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Figure 7.5: One-dimensional 2SNa-NMR spectra of dry zeolite K2NawA (a) and

(b) as a function of temperature (in K).

7.4 Discussion

Before describing the effect of a temperature increase on the 23Na-NMR spectra of dehy-

drated zeolite NaA, the interpretation of the room temperature spectrum is summarized

(Chapter 5). The 23Na-NMR spectrum of dehydrated NaA at 295 K (fig. 7.1a), consists of

a line due to an axial symmetric electric field gradient (efg) (e2qQ=5.8 MHz, r\ s:0), as-

signed to the sodium ions near the 6-rings (the two outer peaks, here after referred to as

the quadrupole pair), and a central line broadened by a non-axially symmetric quadrupole

interaction (e2qQ=3.2 MHz, 7j R;0.9) from the sodium ions at the 8- and 4-rings. The axially

symmetric quadrupolar lineshape is distorted in intensity due to a limited spectral width,

but this has no effect on the interpretation of the data.
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Evidently, the quadrupole parameters of the 6-ring sodium ions in NaA are dramatically

changing at higher temperatures. The collapse of the quadrupole pair at higher temperatures

demonstrates that, for the 6-ring sodium ions at least, the quadrupole coupling constant

e2qQ has decreased and possibly the asymmetry parameter t) has changed too. That the

quadrupole interaction has not completely vanished for these sodium ions at temperatures up

to 550 K, becomes clear from the nutation spectra (fig. 7.2). Here the signal in Fi-dimension

is found at 2xa>i at temperatures up to ~500 K, indicating that the condition Hq > Hrf

still holds true. By comparison to simulated nutation spectra,6 a lower limit for e2qQ of

1.9 MHz is estimated at 523 K, while from the one-dimensional spectrum at 550 K (fig. 7.1b)

an upper limit of 3.0 MHz can be estimated for this constant. The signals from sodium ions

at 4-, 6- and 8-rings can no longer be distinguished above 466 K.

The gradual decrease of the quadiupole interaction continues above 550 K, as indicated

by the further narrowing of the line in the one-dimensional spectrum (fig. 7.1b) and by the

increase in intensity of the signal shown in fig. 7.2 at lower nutation frequencies. At 953 K

the 23Na line in fig. 7.1 consists of a narrow (e2qQ <1.1 MHz) and a broad component

(e2qQ <2.8 MHz).

The most plausible explanation for the decrease in the quadrupole interaction is that

with increasing temperature either the sodium ions start to execute motions which partly

average out the electric field gradient or that the position of the sodium ions from the 6-rings

has changed into a site with a lower electric field gradient.

In the first case (the dynamical situation), since the observed quadrupole splitting at

lower temperatures is about 50 kHz, the mean life time of an ion at a specific site at high

temperatures should be of the order of 20 ps or shorter. Such a motional process can lead to

an isotropic averaging of the quadrupole contribution to the NMR spectrum, when sodium

ions jump in the zeolite lattice between all possible sites, or to anisotropic averaging, in

which case the sodium ions have a local mobility, such as oscillating through the plane of

the 6-rings, and the ions alternately occupy a site in the a-cage and in the /3-cage. These

two sites have nearly identical lattice energy.7
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A possible exchange of sodium ions between the 6- and 8-rings or a major reorientation of

the quadrupole tensor axes when the 6-ring sodium ions oscillate through the plane separat-

ing the Q- and /3-cages, can be detected witb a two-dimensional exchange experiment.8 This

experiment is composed of three periods; (1) an evolution period during which the spins of

the sodium ions at site A precess with a frequency wi, (2) a mixing period (rro) in which the

exchange or motion of the sodium ions can take place and (3) a detection period in which

the spins of the sodium ions, now possibly located at site B precess with a frequency u/2-

When the environment (and also the frequency) of the sodium ion is different during the

evolution and detection period, the obtained two-dimensional spectrum should show a cross

peak at (a;i,ai2). When no exchange of sodium ions between sites A and B has occurred, i.e.

u>2 = wi, a so-called diagonal peak is obtained at (o>i,Wi).

Fig. 7.6 shows contour plots of the two-dimensional 23Na-exchange experiment of dried

zeolite NaA, recorded at 353 K, 390 K and 466 K. Since the 23Na spin-lattice relaxation

times Ti are short (of the order of milliseconds) and a mixing time much longer than Tj

only gives axial peaks,9 for all exchange experiments rm was chosen 200 (is. Nevertheless,

some axial peak intensity is apparent in the spectra of fig. 7.6. The 2D exchange spectra all

have the one-dimensional spectra (shown at the right of fig. 7.6) on their diagonal.

The narrow width of the signal perpendicular to the diagonal compared to the width

along the diagonal indicates that the patterns of the one-dimensional spectra are strongly

inhomogeneously broadened, at all temperatures investigated.

The absence of cross peaks connecting two different resonance frequencies along the di-

agonal, either from two 6-ring Na sites with a different spatial orientation or from a 6-ring

and a 8-ring (or 4-ring) Na site, shows that no jumping of Na ions between different sites

occurs on a timescale of ca. 200 us.

It is necessary to remark that in this experiment the maximum lengths of ti and t2 exceed

rm. Any exchange during these periods of free precession would simply broaden the peaks in

both dimensions9 and there is no sign of that either. Since we have chosen the temperatures

for these exchange experiments in such a way that at the lowest temperature (353 K) no sign

of a line narrowing in the spectra of fig. 7.1 is present yet and at the highest temperature

(466 K) the line narrowing of the symmetric quadrupole doublet completely has taken place,

we can conclude from the exchange experiments that any large amplitude motion able to
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Figure 7.6: Contour plots of two-

dimensional 23 Na-exchange experiments

of zeolite NaA at different temperatures
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spectrum.
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average quadrupole interactions can not be detected. Motions of small amplitude, r . course,

may still exist but they cannot average the quadrupole interaction to the degree observed.

Additional proof for the absence of large amplitude motions at a time scale of ca. 200 us or

shorter can be found from dielectric measurements of dry zeolite NaA.10 Here no absorption

maxima in the range of 50 kHz are found at temperatures up to 200 °C.

When mobility of the sodium ions cannot cause the temperature dependent quadrupole

interaction up to a temperature of 466 K, a static displacement of the sodium ions at the

6-rings to another site at higher temperatures has to be considered. Such a displacement of

the sodium ions can only be caused by a change in the electrostatic interaction of the sodium

ions with the framework atoms, that is, the electrostatic energy minimum felt by the sodium

ions has to shift to another position. This can only be caused by a change in the zeolite

framework. Such a change can indeed be inferred from the high temperature 27A1-NMR and

the X-ray powder diffraction measurements.
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A gradual decrease in linewidth of the 27A1 resonance is observed with increasing tem-

perature (fig. 7.3). Because the quadrupole interaction gives the dominant contribution to

the linewidth of an aluminium resonance in zeolites,11 we can conclude that the symmetry

of the aluminium is increased on increasing the temperature.

The appearance of a splitting of the 880 reflection at 293 K in the X-ray powder diffrac-

togram of dried zeolite NaA was interpreted in terms of a rhombohedral3 or orthorhombic12

distortion of cubic symmetry. This distortion vanishes above 378 K. The observed hysteresis

and the gradual transition from one phase to another is very common for so-called second-

order phase transitions.13 That such a hysteresis is not observed with the NMR experiments

must be due to the difference of coherence lengths detected by NMR and X-ray diffraction.

NMR is most sensitive to short-iange order (~ 5 A) only while X-ray diffraction is sensitive

to long-range order (~ 50 A). Apparently, the local (~ 5 A) structural change due to the

phase transition is practically immediate when the temperature has changed through the

transition value but before all rearrangements on a scale of ~ 50 A have taken place, a long

time has elapsed (~14 hours).

Another striking conclusion from the comparison between the results of 27A1-NMR and

X-ray diffraction on one hand and the 23Na-NMR measurements on the other hand is that

the framework undergoes its major changes at a lower temperature, as evidenced by Al NMR

and X-ray diffraction, than where the sodium NMR spectra start to change (fig. 7.3, 7.4 and

7.7). An explanation has to be sought in structural instability of the dehydrated zeolite at

room temperature. Since dehydration of zeolite NaA leads to enhanced structural strain,14

it is believed that upon increasing the temperature this structural strain is released by a

change in the framework structure. With such a change in symmetry the electrostatic inter-

actions within the zeolite can change dramatically, providing a new minimum energy site for

the sodium ions of the 6-rings, in which the electric field gradient and therefore the NMR

spectrum has changed considerably.

Since the chemical shift of a 29Si nucleus (Acs(Si)) in silicates is linearly related, in first

approximation, to the mean bond angle 9 {6 = Z(Si-O-Al)),15 it is expected that the 29Si-

NMR spectrum of the zeolite changes when the temperature is increased above the transition

point.

Acs(Si) = -0.6190 - 18.7 (ppm).
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Figure 7.7: Plot of the intensity of the signal due to the sodium at the 6-rings as

a function of temperature (o = Na^A, O = K^Na^A and + =

However, it was shown by Depmeier14 that the mean bond angle (Si-O-Al) of 30 different

zeolite A species (different states of hydration and/or sodium exchanged for different cations)

varies from 143.3 to 151.9 degrees, which leads to a chemical shift range of ca. 5 ppm. For

the hydrated zeolite NaA this bond angle amounts16 to 148.3°, which increases17 to 151.5°

upon dehydration, so for NaA the chemical shift range amounts approximately only 2 ppm.

These chemical shift differences are too small to be detected without the use of Magic Angle

Sample Spinning. A high temperature MAS probe would be needed for such a study.

There are many other empirical relationships between the mean bond angle (0) and the

chemical shift (Acs(Si)) of a silicon nucleus,18 but they lead to the same shift ranges men-

tioned above.

When two sodium ions are exchanged for potassium, the 23Na-NMR spectrum at 294 K

(fig. 7.5a) shows that the central line has decreased in intensity, indicating that some of

the 8-ring sodium ions are replaced by potassium.19 Upon increasing the temperature, the

spectrum of KaNaioA changes differently compared to NaA. The collapse of the quadrupole

doublet due to sodium ions at the 6-rings in I^NaioA starts at a somewhat higher temper-
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ature than in NaA, while the temperature at which this signal has totally disappeared is

also slightly higher (fig. 7.5a). A more striking difference is the appearance of a differently

quadrupole broadened signal at 503 K, for which the following quadrupole parameters could

be estimated; e2qQ«3.2 MHz and j] sal.

Upon increasing the potassium content of the zeolite to KgNagA, the temperature at

which the quadrupole doublet starts to disappear is about 506 K, while only at 682 K it

has totally vanished (fig. 7.5b). At 682 K, the spectrum consists of two lines, a quadrupole

broadened line due to sodium ions of the 6-rings (e2qQw3.2 MHz and r\ «1) and a signal

of which the quadrupole parameters cannot be estimated, this signal must be due to some

residual sodium ions in the 8-membered rings.

A graphical representation of the intensity of the 6-ring Na ions as a function of temper-

ature for the 3 samples is shown in fig. 7.7.

The increase in transition temperature with increasing potassium content, could be due

to an increased framework strain.14 The distortion of cubic symmetry, apparent in zeolite

NaA, however was never found for a potassium exchanged zeolite.20'21 The more structured

signal in the spectra at higher temperatures of the potassium exchanged zeolites compared

to the zeolite NaA, may be caused by an increased electric field gradient, associated with

the difference in sizes of the sodium and potassium ions.

7.5 Conclusions

Due to their different quadrupole interaction parameters at room temperature, sodium ions

at 6-rings in NaA can be clearly distinguished by NMR from sodium ions at 8- and 4-

rings. At higher temperatures the quadrupole parameters, especially of the 6-ring ions,

change drastically. Prom this work it becomes clear that two temperature trajectories have

to be distinguished: from room temperature to about 550 K only the spectrum of the 6-

ring sodium ions changes, while above 550 K it appears that the spectrum of both 6-ring

and 8-ring sodium ions narrows, in principle, the change of the spectra can be explained

by motional processes, by solid-solid phase transitions or by both. By 2D exchange NMR

no large amplitude motional process can be detected up to a temperature of 466 K and

the conclusion is therefore that a phase transition is responsible for the observed change
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of the NMR spectra up to 466 K. The 6-ring sodium ions are affected most by this phase

transition. 27A1-NMR and temperature programmed X-ray diffraction measurements for this

temperature range show that the framework changes symmetry at a temperature below that

for which the sodium NMR spectra begin to reflect a more symmetric field gradient. From

this result it is concluded that the framework strain in the zeolite lattice is the driving force

for the phase transition.

At about 500 K the three different types of sodium ions (4-, 6- and 8-ring ions) cannot

be further distinguished via the NMR experiment described herein. The decrease of the

quadrupole interaction continues however, up to the highest temperatures achieved, 953 K.

Motional narrowing seems to be the natural explanation for the spectral changes above

550 K, but since the 2D-exchange experiments cannot be performed at these temperatures

we do not have proof for the onset of motion of the sodium ions at 550 K.

The exchange of sodium for potassium effects the phase transition temperature, in that

it induces a shift towards a higher temperature.

Detailed X-ray diffraction studies at high temperatures would be able to confirm our

conclusions.
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Chapter 8 23Na-NMR on Sodalites
8.1 Introduction

Neutral clusters, Na°, as well as ionic clusters Nai|+, are formed when sodalites are subjected

to alkali metal vapour.1"3 Electron spin echo measurements on the ionic clusters reveal a

modulation in the electron spin echo envelope spectra.4 Fourier transformation of these

spectra gives a doublet peak centred close to the nuclear Zeeman frequency of sodium.4 On

explaining the spectra it was assumed that the quadrupole interaction with the Na nuclei is

negligible with respect to the sodium Zeeman interaction.

In the present study we have investigated the 23Na-NMR spectra of the sodalites in order

to obtain more information about the sodium quadrupole interaction. Static and magic

angle spinning (MAS) experiments were performed on dehydrated and hydrated sodalites.

Of special importance were the nutation NMR experiments, from which the quadrupole

parameters could be derived by simulation. The S3Na-nutation NMR spectra of hydrated

Cl-sodalite indicate rapid relaxation of the Na spins in the rotating frame, brought about

by mobility of the water molecules in the /3-cages (truncated octahedra).

8.2 Experimental

The halogenide-sodalites were prepared according to literature data.5'6 The compositions

of the white compounds were characterized by A AS, XFA and XRD. Dehydration was ob-

tained by evacuating at a pressure of 0.13 Pa for 24 hours at a temperature of 550° C. The

samples activated with alkali vapour gave the same 23Na-NMR and nutation NMR spectra

as the dehydrated samples indicating that the utilized dehydration procedure was sufficient.

The adsorption and desorption of water by sodalites is very slow.6 The entrance diameter

of sodalites via the six-membered rings is 2.2 A whereas the effective diameter of a water

molecule is 2 A. Sodalites containing sodium clusters (Na*"1") can be exposed to air without

decomposition of the clusters. Only after a few weeks of exposure to the atmosphere at

25° C a small decrease of the cluster concentration could be detected. The water content of
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the hydrated sodalites was determined gravimetrically. A weighted amount of sodalite was

gradually heated up to 700° C under vacuum conditions. The water that desorbed on heating

to 110° C was assigned to physisorbed water whereas desorption from 110° C to 700° C was

attributed to chemisorbed water, strongly bound to the sodalite cages.7 Taking into account

only the chemisorbed water molecules, the samples investigated here had the following stoi-

chiometric formula: Na8[(A102)6(Si02)6]Cl2 • 2.1 H2O, Na8[(A102)6(Si02)6]Br2 • 1.9H2O and

Nag[( AlO2)6(SiO2)6]I2 • 2.0 H2O.

The 23Na-NMR experiments were carried out on Bruker AM-500 and CXP-300 spec-

trometers working at 132.93 and 79.35 MHz, respectively. The variable temperature experi-

ments were performed with the Bruker probe Z33DR-MAS-7DB. The proton measurements

were done on the CXP-300, while aluminium was measured on the AM-500 working at

130.29 MHz. The two-dimensional nutation experiments (without spinning) were carried

out with radio frequency fields of 54 and 80 kHz and 64 ti values (0-128 jis). Each two-

dimensional experiment took about a | hour of spectrometer time.

To reduce the signal at Fi=0, the free induction decay with the longest ti-time, at which

time the modulation of the signal has vanished, was subtracted from all free induction decays

with shorter ti prior to the two-dimensional Fourier transformation.

8.3 Results and Discussion

8.3.1 Static and MAS-23Na-NMR Spectra

All sodalites show a structureless 23Na-NMR peak, under spinning as well as non-spinning

conditions, except I-sodalite. The static and MAS NMR spectra of dehydrated I-sodalite,

measured at a frequency of 79.35 MHz, are shown in fig. 8.1. Clearly, a shoulder is seen on

the peaks, in the static spectrum at the high frequency side and in the MAS spectrum at the

low frequency side. The linewidths at half height, A//i , of the static and MAS spectrum are

7.32 kHz and 1.56 kHz, respectively: The linewidth of the static spectrum reduces to 5.18 kHz

when measured at a frequency of 132.93 MHz. This indicates that the linewidth is mainly

determined by the second-order quadrupole interaction (the central transition from mz = \

to xaz = ^ is measured), which is inversely proportional to the magnetic field.8 In agreement
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Figure 8.1: (top) Static and MAS 23Na-NMR spectra of dehydrated I-sodalite

at 79.35 MHz. (bottom) Simulations; spinning frequency is 5 kHz. Note the

difference in scale.

with this, the MAS spectrum (spinning frequency = 5 kHz) has a width 4.7 times smaller

than the static NMR spectrum (the theoretical ratio is about 4.3). Below the experimental

spectra, simulations are shown using the theoretical expression fsee Appendix A) for the

second-order quadrupole interaction valid for the central | «-» ^ transition. From the

simulations, we found that the guadrupole coupling constant, qcc=e2qQ, is equal to 1.8 MHz,

and the asymmetry parameter, r/, equal to 0. The axial symmetry of the quadrupole tensor

is in agreement with the crystallographic data,9 from which a location of the sodium ions on

the trigonal axes of the 6-rings (Chapter 1, fig 1.3) is found.

8.3.2 23Na-Nutation NMR Spectra of Dehydrated Sodalites

As stated above, the 23Na-NMR spectra of the sodalites, except I-sodalite, show featureless

peaks from which it is difficult to extract the quadrupole parameters. In many cases however,

these parameters can be determined from two-dimensional nutation NMR experiments. This

experiment is, as discussed in the previous chapters, capable of giving information about both

the strength of the quadrupole interaction as well as motional processes for quadrupolar

nuclei.
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Fig. 8.2 exhibits the two-dimensional nutation spectra of dehydrated Cl- and I-sodalite.

In both cases wi was equal to 54 kHz. The nutation spectrum of Cl-sodalite consists of

Figure 8.2: Two-dimensional 23Na-nutation NMR spectra of dehydrated Cl-

sodalite (a) and dehydrated I-sodalite (b), recorded at 79.35 MHz with u>i=54 kHz.

a large peak at 2xo»i and a small peak at lxwi, whereas I-sodalite gave a peak only at

2xwi. The nutation spectrum of dehydrated Br-sodalite resembles that of Cl-sodalite, there

is a slight increase of intensity at 2xa)l5 and a corresponding decrease in intensity at 1 xuj.

Fig. 8.3 shows a two-dimensional simulation with qcc=1.8 MHz and 77=0. This simulation

matches very well the measured spectrum for I-sodalite. In the Frdirection, a large peak

is found at 2xa>i and a negligible absorption at lxu>1 (cf. Fj-projection). Moreover, the

spectrum in the F2-direction compares favourably with the static 23Na-NMR spectrum in

fig. 8.1, the shoulder at the high frequency side b»ing nicely reproduced. Comparing the

nutation spectrum of Cl-sodalite with simulated spectra,10 we estimated qcc=0.6-0.8 MHz.

For this value of qcc, the spectra are not sensitive to t] which remains therefore undetermined.
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Figure 8.3: Simulation of a two-dimensional nutation spectrum with

qcc=1.8 MHz, rj=O. Projections along the F\- and F?-directions are also given.

8.3.3 23Na-Nutation NMR Spectra of Hydrated Cl-sodalite

Fig. 8.4 shows the two-dimensional 23Na-NMR nutation spectrum of hydrated Cl-sodalite

(u>i =80 kHz). The spectrum is characterized by a large and broad peak at lxu>j with a

width at half height in the Fi-direction of about 60 kHz. Dehydrating the sample produced

the spectrum shown at the bottom of the figure, which is similar to the spectrum shown in

fig. 8.2". Since we are now using an r.f. frequency of 80 kHz, the peak at 1 x Wi is larger than

the corresponding peak in fig. 8.2, where Wi was equal to 54 kHz.

In fig. 8.5, some two-dimensional spectra of Cl-sodalite are shown as a function of tem-

perature. The spectrum at 352 K has a strong peak at lxw! with a Lorentzian lineshape in

the Fj-direction. The width at half-height is equal to 18 kHz. At 293 K, this peak broadens

out in the Fj-direction, and at lxa>j and 2xu;i, small humps are just discernable. The

spectrum at 219K is characterized by two peaks of about equal intensity at lxu>i and 2xwx.

Comparing this spectrum with simulated spectra,10 we found qcc=0.4 MHz and r/ «0.8.

When the temperature is further decreased, the peak at 2xu>i gains in intensity, indicating
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Figure 8.4: Two-dimensional nutation spectra of hydrated (a) and dehydrated (b)

Cl-sodalUe at 79.35 MHz, wx=80 kHz.

an increase of qcc. The phenomena we are observing here are similar to the phenomena

observed for hydrated NaA zeolite (Chapter 6). The broad peak at lxw] observed at high

temperatures is caused by rapid fluctuations of the electric-field gradients brought about by

motions of the Na ions and/or the water molecules. Apparently at 293 K, the fluctuation

rate becomes comparable to the frequency of the energy splittings in the rotating frame

(about 100 kHz), giving a maximum linewidth of the nutation line (T2p=5 (is). When the

temperature increases, the fluctuation rate becomes faster than the resonance frequencies,

and the line-broadening and, accordingly Tj^1, decrease (at 352 K T2p=17 (is).

A critical test for the rapid relaxation of the spins is a rotary echo nutation experiment

(Chapter 6) in which the nutation pulse is preceded by two r.f. pulses of the same length, but

of opposite phase (xx). During the first two pulses the fast relaxing spins dephase rapidly, so

that their contribution to the nutation spectrum is eliminated. The effect of the rotary echo

pulse is demonstrated in fig. 8.6 for rotary echo pulse lengths up to 8 (is. When the rotary
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352K

Figure 8.5: Two-dimensional 23 Na-nutition

NMR spectra of hydrated Cl-sodalite as a

junction of the temperature at a frequency of

79.35 MHz, ^=80 kHz.

echo pulse length was 4 fis, the broad peak at lxwi was reduced so far that a small peak at

2xu>] became visible. This became more manifest at rotary echo pulse lengths of 6 and 8 /zs.

At the latter time, the broad peak (fast relaxing component) had completely disappeared

and peaks were present at lx and 2xwj, as was the case in the spectra measured at 219

and 154 K (see fig. 8.5). The peak seen at a frequency higher than 2xoii is a consequence of

the initial phase of the coherences after the x, x pulse sequence in the rotary echo nutation

experiment, which is different from the initial phase of the coherences at the beginning of

the normal nutation pulse (Chapter 3).

From the temperature dependent nutation (fig. 8.5) and from the rotary echo pulse nu-

tation experiments (fig. 8.6), it can be concluded that in the hydrated Cl-sodalites at higher

temperatures two sites are present, characterized by different quadrupole parameters. One

site is attributed to the fast relaxing Na spins (« 105s"1) with a qcc smaller than 0.1 MHz,10
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and the other site to slow relaxing spins (< 105s ' ) .

Figure 8.6: Rotary echo nutation spectra

of hydrated Cl-sodalite at 79.35 MHz. The

lengths of the rotary echo pulses are shot.'",

at the left of each spectrum. All spectra are

normalized to about the same intensity, in re-

ality the noise level of all spectra is the same.

The number of free induction decays are the

same in each experiment and u>i =80 kHz.

For a further interpretation of the 23Na-NMR results, the proton NMR work on hy-

drosodalite of Ernst et al.11 is highly relevant. Proton NMR spectra were measured in the

temperature range 120-420 K. The following conclusions were drawn:

1. Below 160 K, the water molecules are "rigid", their mean reorientation time is

greater than 10/is. The water molecules are distributed over the sodalite cages

in a binomial way indicating the absence of specific interactions. The 1H-NMR

spectrum shows a Pake doublet with a separation of 50 kHz.

2. Between 160 K and 220 K, two "sorts" of water molecules are present, "rigid"

and anisotropically reorienting water molecules. Two doublets are observed in

the 'H-NMR spectrum with separations of 50 and 25 kHz.
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3. In the temperature range from 220-250 K all water molecules exhibit fast anisotropic

reorientation.

4. Above 250 K, isotropic reorientation also sets in, and above 350 K, translational

motion of the water molecules between different sodalite cages occurs.

In agreement with these conclusions, we found in the 23Na-nutation spectra no fast relaxing

component at temperatures below 220 K (see fig. 8.5). Above this temperature, the onset

of a broad peak due to fast relaxing spins at lxu;i is observed. At 293 K, the 23Na-nutation

linewidth is at a maximum and the relaxation rate is about 105s~'. At this temperature,

the dipolar interaction between the protons in the water molecules is averaged by isotropic

rotation oi the water molecules as demonstrated in the proton NMR spectrum that exhibits

a single line with a width, Avi, of 1.6 kHz. At higher temperatures the 23Na-nutation line

at Ixu/'i narrows again, because the fluctuations in the electric field gradients become faster

than the resonance frequencies (> 105s~'). Interestingly, at room temperature a second

site can be distinguished, as revealed very clearly by the rotary echo nutation experiment

(fig. 8.6).

Ernst et al.11 showed that in hydrosodalite the water molecules are distributed over the

/3-ca.ges in a binomial way. The probability of n water molecules per sodalite cage (Pn) is

given by:

pn = H I - or-*-"iw!
(n m M -n ) !n!

where nmax=4, 0 = n/nma]t (the filling factor), and n is the average number of water molecules

per sodalite cage. It has berm found12'13 that for halogenide sodalites nmai=2. If we assume

that for the latter sodalites a binomial distribution of water molecules also exists, then for

the investigated Cl-sodalite, 20% of the /?-cages contain no water molecule and 80% one

or two water molecules. It is tempting to assign the broad peak in the F^direction in the

spectrum measured at 293 K to sodium ions in sodalite cages containing one or two water

molecules, and the small humps visible in this spectrum, to sodium ions in cages containing

no water. The rotary echo nutation spectra (fig. 8.6) illustrated that indeed the majority

of sodium nuclei resonate at lxa>i with small quadrupole interaction (< 0.1 MHz) that is

brought about by rapid rotation of the water molecules (note that the spectra in fig. 8.6 are

normalized to about the same intensity; in reality the signal-to-noise-ratio decreases from
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top to bottom).

It is remarkable that the nutation NMR spectra of hydrated Br- and I-sodalite are almost

Table 8.1:

Quadrupole

sodium ions

Substance

Cl-sodalite

Br-sodalite

I-sodalite

parameters qcc (in MHz) and r\ for

in sodalites at room temperature.

dehydrated

qcc

0.6-0.8

0.7-0.9

1.6-1.9

n
-
-
0

hydrated

qcc

<0.1*

0.6-0.8

1.5-1.8

n
-
-
0

* predominant site.

identical to the nutation NMR spectra of the dehydrated ones. Almost no intensity is found

at lxwx. This may be connected with the larger size of the Br and I anions (radii 1.95

and 2.15 A, respectively) compared with the Cl anion (radius 1.8 A), with the larger field

gradients at the Na nucleus compared with Cl-sodalite (see table 8.1) and with different

binding properties of the halide anions to the water molecules.

One might wonder whether the effect of hydration can also be seen on the 2rAl-nutation

NMR spectra. Fig. 8.7 shows the two-dimensional 27Al-nutation NMR spectrum of hydrated

Cl-sodalite and its projection along the Fi-direction. The spectrum can be interpreted with

the quadrupole parameters qcc=0.6 MHz, and ?7=O.8-l.O. On dehydration, the spectrum

changes only slightly. At lxu>i, the large peak remains, but the tail of this peak is more

extended to 3xw1 (I of 27A1 is 5/2). This change corresponds to an increase of qcc. The

two-dimensional 27A1-nutation spectra of hydrated and dehydrated Br- and I-sodalite are

identical to the spectrum of hydrated Cl-sodalite (fig. 8.7). One may conclude from this

that the motion of the water molecules is not reflected in the 27Al-nutation spectra. An

increase of qcc takes place on dehydration only in the case of Cl-sodalite. These results

suggest that the water molecules are more strongly bound to the sodium ions than to the

aluminium ions in the framework of the lattice. The value of t) points to a strongly distorted

AIO4 tetrahedron in agreement with crystallographic data.14
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250

Figure 8.7: Two-dimensional27 Al-nutation NMR spectrum of hydrated Cl-sodalite

and its projection along the Fi-axis (uix=54 kHz).

8.4 Conclusions

In table 8.1 the quadrupole parameters obtained for the sodium ions in the sodalites are

listed. As was assumed in the explanation of the electron spin echo envelope modulation

spectra of the allrali-activated sodalites, the quadrupole interaction energy (|e2qQ) is indeed

smaller than the sodium Zeeman energy at 0.33 T, which is 3.72 MHz. The qcc's are

given within ranges. In most cases, the spectra are not sensitive enough to the asymmetry

parameter to give values for them. A strong increase is observed in qcc going from Cl- and

Br-sodalite to I-sodalite.

For hydrated Cl-sodalite, two Na sites were observed at room temperature. The first site

can be attributed to sodium ions in sodalite cages containing no molecules of water (20%).

The second predominant site arises from all other sodium ions (80%). The quadrupole

interaction is reduced by rapid motion of the water molecules (105s~1). At 219 K, one

site is observed, with quadrupole parameters qcc=0.4 MHz and TJ RJ0.8, corresponding to a

situation in which a mixture of "rigid" and anisotropically reorienting water molecules exists.

At still lower temperatures (154 K, only "rigid" molecules), qcc increases slightly, leading to

an increase of intensity at 2xwi. The mobility of the water molecules is not reflected in the
27 Al-nutation NMR spectra.
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Chapter 9 High Temperature NMR on

ZSM-5

9.1 Introduction

Recently there has been a growing interest in the investigation of cations, present in the

pores and cages of zeolites.1"5 These ions, like H+, Na+, Cu2+, NHj etc., play an important

role in many properties of the zeolites; for example the location, size and mobility of the

cations often control the absorption of molecules into the zeolite.

A very important application of zeolites of course is in the field of catalysis where the

zeolite usually is applied in processes at elevated temperature (up to about 300 °C). Therefore

many investigations focus on the high temperature properties of zeolites.6"10

In this chapter a high temperature NMR study is presented of 23Na and 27 Al in dehydrated

zeolite ZSM-5 (MnSi98_nAln0i92) with different Si/Al ratios.

9.2 Experimental

The ZSM-5 samples were prepared according to a method described by Ghamatni and Sand.11

The as-synthesized samples were calcined at 550 °C for 12 hours ("shallow bed treatment")

and after ion exchange with NaNC>3, the samples were dehydrated under vacuum (10~3 Torr)

at 300 °C for 48 hours and sealed in quartz tubes. Proton NMR of the dehydrated samples

showed the presence of some residual silanol protons, the water content was negligible.

The chemical analysis of the samples (Si/Al ratios of 11, 31 and 95) used in this investi-

gation are given in table 9.1. The main difference between the three samples is the number

of aluminium atoms per unit cell. All NMR experiments were performed on a Bruker CXP

300 spectrometer, operating at 79.35 and 78.27 MHz for 23Na and 27A1, respectively. For the

one-dimensional spectra short (1 fis) r.f. pulses were employed with a recycle delay of 0.5 s.

No sample spinning was used.
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Table 9.1:

Chemical

sample

8 Al/u.c.

3 Al/u.c.

1 Al/u.c.

composition

Na

5.1

3

1

Si

88.2

93

95

of the

Al

7.8

3

1

ZSM-5 samples.

M f

2.7

* M denotes a cation, different from sodium.

The high temperature NMR experiments (T>293 K) were performed with the homebuilt

probe described in chapter 4 and the low temperature experiments (T<293 K) with the

Bruker probe Z33DR-MAS-7DB.

9.3 Results and Discussion

9.3.1 NMR linewidths

Fig. 9.1a shows the 23Na-NMR spectrum of zeolite ZSM-5 with 8 Al per unit cell, at 295 K.

A spin echo sequence has been used to overcome receiver dead time problems. Fig. 9.1b

shows a simulated spectrum with quadrupole parameteis e2qQ=1.9 MHz and i;=l. Fig. 9.2

displays the width of this resonance (the width at half height) as a function of temperature

for the three ZSM-5 samples with 8, 3 and 1 Al per unit cell. Clearly the 23Na-linewidth, for

all samples, decreases with temperature. For the sample with 8 Al/unit cell the linewidth

on temperature dependence shows one step between 300 and 500 K where the linewidth

decreases from about 10 kHz to 2 kHz. For the other samples the linewidth versus temper-

ature plot displays a two-step process. Also the temperature where the first decrease with

temperature occurs, is dependent on the Si/Al ratio of the sample, the lower this ratio the

higher the temperature.

Due to limitations of the probe we could not investigate the behaviour of the linewidth at

temperatures lower than 173 K, but we expect that at lower temperatures the 23Na-linewidth

for all samples becomes constant at a value of about 10 kHz.
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Figure 9.1: Experimental (a) and simulated (b)
23Na-resonance of zeolite ZSM-5 with 8 Al/u.c.

10 0 -10, -20
(kHz)

The 27A1-NMR spectrum of the sample with 8 Al/unit cell, recorded at 233 K, shows a

structureless signal with a linewidth of 8.5 kHz. Fig. 9.3 shows the decrease of this linewidth

with temperature.

To explain the narrowing of the 23Na and 27A1 lines with temperature we first have to

establish the mechanism of line broadening. From magic angle spinning experiments, ex-

periments performed at different fields and from the results of the simulation (fig. 9.1b),

it is clear that at low temperatures the lines are mainly broadened by the second-order

quadrupole interaction, both for 23Na and 27A1. The relatively high values for the 23Na

quadrupole parameters indicate that the sodium ions are found at sites with low symmetry

and high field gradients, presumably close to the framework.

The decrease of linewidth with temperature then has to be explained by a change of the

field gradient at the site of the nucleus. When we first concentrate on 23Na such a decrease

of the local field gradient can be due to two different processes:

1. the ion has changed its position to a site at which the field gradient is less or, in

other words, where the electric field is more symmetrical,
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Figure 9.2: 23Na-linewidth is a

function of temperature for the

zeolite samples with l(circles),

3(star-i) and 8 (boxes) Al/unit

cell. The solid lines represent

least square fits of the experi-

mental points, as discussed in

the conclusions.

2. at higher temperatures the ions become mobile through which the field gradient

completely or partly averages out.

A combination of the two processes is, of course, also possible. The first possibility, a

displacement of the sodium ion due to a rearrangement of the lattice, can be described as a

static process, i.e. a phase transition. The second process clearly is a dynamic one.

A phase transition in zeolite ZSM-5, between a low temperature monoclinic and a high

temperature orthorhombic structure, has indeed been observed by several groups.12'13'8 Both
29Si NMR and X-ray diffraction measurements showed that the temperature at which the

phase transition occurs is dependent on the Si/Al ratio of the framework. For Si/Al>230 the

transition temperature is found between 317 and 325 K, for Si/Al=99 at 295 K and when

the Si/AI decreases below 55, the transition temperature is less than 272 K.

A previous investigation on the zeolite NaA14 has shown that the temperature at which a

phase transition is detected by X-ray and the temperature where the accompanying change

in NMR linewidth is found, agree well (within 20 K). For ZSM-5 the transition temperatures

as obtained from the 23Na linewidth data (fig. 9.2) are:
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Figure 9.3: 27 Al-linewidth as a func-

tion of temperature for ZSM-5 with

8 Al/unit cell.
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• 200 and 550 K for the sample with 1 Al per unit cell (Si/Al=95),

• 260 and 560 K for the sample with 3 Al per unit cell (Si/Al=31) and

• 380 K for the zeolite with 8 Al per unit cell (Si/Al=ll).

There are several reasons why we believe that the above mentioned phase transitions between

a monoclinic and orthorhombic phase are not responsible for the changes in linewidth of

the 23Na and 27A1-NMR lines detected in this study. First, temperature dependent X-ray

studies on our samples do not show phase transitions. Secondly, the transition temperatures

determined from the NMR experiments do not agree with those from X-ray experiments

as reported in the literature and given above, but more important, the dependence of this

transition temperature on the Si/Al ratio is opposite for the data from X-ray and NMR.

9.3.2 Nutation NMR

When the changes in 23Na-NMR linewidths with temperature are not caused by phase tran-

sitions, motional processes which reduce the average electric field gradient at the site of the

sodium ions, must be responsible.

A nice demonstration that the processes that govern the changes in linewidth are indeed
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of the motioned type, is provided by nutation NMR. In a nutation NMR experiment the

precession of the magnetization in the rotating frame around the r.f. field is measured. This

precession is described by a nutation frequency (see Chapter 3) and a damping time T2p(see

Chapter 6). The nutation frequency depends on the ratio of tlv? ^uadrupole interaction and

the interaction of the spins with ths r.f. field. In general many different nutation frequen-

cies can exist. The damping manifests itself as a broadening in the spectrum of nutation

frequencies.

Fig. 9.4 shows the 23Na-nutation spectra at various temperatures for the sample with

8 Al/unit cell. The spectra show a gradual change from a situation at relatively low tem-

perature with large quadrupole interaction (nutation frequency approximately 2xu;i) to a

situation with a much smaller quadrupole interaction (nutation frequency lx^i) at high

temperatures, similar to the behaviour of the width of the normal NMR lines as a func-

tion of temperature. An important feature of these spectra is the strong broadening of the

nutation lines at a temperature of 540 K (see fig. 9.5). Comparison of these spectra with

simulated spectra for different ratios of the quadrupole and r.f. interactions15 makes clear

that such a broadening does not result when quadrupole and r.f. interactions become of the

same order of magnitude.

The broadening here is the result of a spin relaxation effect. When we follow Abragam's

treatment of the linewidth in the presence of motions of spins,'6 we consider the line width

of a resonant transition between two states under the influence of a fluctuating local field,

fluctuating with frequency l/rc where TC is a correlation time. Three frequency domains can

now be distinguished:

1. when l/rc is much smaller than the rigid linewidth, the actual linewidth is the

rigid linewidth,

2. when 1/TC is of at least the same order of magnitude or larger than the rigid

linewidth, the line is inotionally narrowed to the so-called adiabatic linewidth

and

3. when the fluctuation rate l/rc of the local field becomes comparable to the transi-

tion frequency between the two states, an extra term contributes to the linewidth

due to lifetime broadening.
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Figure 9.4: Two-dimensional23 Na-nutation NMR spectrum of zeolite ZSM-5 with

8 Al/unit cell, the temperatures at which the experiments are performed are in-

dicated at the left side of each spectrum. At the right of each spectrum, the one-

dimensional nutation spectra are shown, i.e the projections of the two-dimensional

nutation spectra upon the Fi-axis.
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Figure 9.5: Linewidth of the MNa-

nutation signal, along Fj, as a func-

tion of temperature of ZSM-5 with
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For fluctuation rates higher than the rigid linewidth, the experimental linewidth

the rotating frame can be written as:

in

where f=r-l is the adiabatic linewidth and [= -̂1 the contribution from the lifetime broad-

ening. The very strong broadening of the nutation NMR lines in fig. 9.4 and fig. 9.5 is caused

by the lifetime broadening. The fluctuation rate of the motional processes then approaches

the transition frequencies between the rotating frame states which vary as a function of tem-

perature from approximately 2xwrf to about lxwrf, where wrf in our case is about 80 kHz.

The difference between the temperature where in the nutation experiment the transition is

found (500-550 K for the sample with 8 Al/unit cell) and the transition temperatures from

the linewidth (approximately 370 K for the same sample, see fig. 9.2) is a manifestation

of the difference in time scale to which the fluctuation rate has to be compared in both

experiments.

9.4 Conclusions

We assume that the motional processes that reduce the quadrupole interactions of the sodium

ions are due to motions that involve the sodium ions directly and that the reduction of 27A1-
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NMR linewidths is the result of the motions of the sodium ions. Such motions can completely

average out the electric field gradient when the ion, during the motion, samples enough dif-

ferent surroundings, so that the average field gradient is zero; we call this an isotropic motion.

An anisotropic motion generally only partly averages the field gradient. When we make the

reasonable assumption that the high temperature linewidth ior all samples is no longer due

to quadrupole interaction, then at high temperatures all sodium ions execute fast isotropic

motions. At lower temperatures for tlie samples with 3 and 1 Al/unit cell, anisotropic mo-

tions are detected which do not completely average out the quadrupole interactions. This

gives rise to the two-step descent in the linewidth versus temperature curves in fig. 9.2. For

the sample with 8 Al/unit cell such a two-step process is not detected and it is tempting

to explain this difference between the three samples by the different Si/Al ratios. One can,

for instance, make a distinction between a local motion of the sodium ions, where they hop

between three oxygens belonging to the same aluminium site and a motional process where

two sodium ions exchange sites. The latter process clearly would depend on the Si/Al ratio,

the lower this ratio the closer the distance between two aluminium sites and consequently the

closer two sodium ions. The experiments reported here hardly give a firm clue to establish

whether such a model with two separate motional processes is realistic. Two-dimensional

exchange experiments on 23Na, performed on these samples in order to establish whether

a sodium ion for instance hops between three oxygens at the same aluminium site, do not

disagree with theoretical calculations but the results are not specific enough to conclude that

this model for the motion is indeed right. These results are therefore not reported here.

The final result from this research can therefore only be the calculation of energy barriers

for the motions from the temperature dependent NMR linewidths as shown in fig. 9.2.

The linewidth of the sodium ions can be analyzed by using the Bloembergen, Purcell and

Pound theory of motional narrowing.17 When the linewidth at half maximum is denoted

AJ/I, we can express it in terms of the motional correlation time rc:

(AI / I ) 2 = -(Ai/iL)2arctan(27TQrcAi/i), (9.1)

where (Ai/fL) is the "rigid lattice" linewidth in the absence of motions and a a constant of
2

the order 1.

For a partial motional averaging we can adjust eqn 9.1 as proposed by Gutowsky and
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Table 9.2:

Kinetic parameters.

sample

8 Al/u.c.

3 Al/u.c.

1 Al/u.c.

TcO ( s )

2.68 xl(T8

TcOl *

9.5 xlO-8

7.2 xl(T8

rco2 f

1.5 xl(T8

2.9 xlO-1

EBCt (kj/mole)

19.8

E a c , i f

11.8

r.fi

Eac«2 f

40.0

31.2

subscripts 1 and 2, denote ihe low a •* <gh

temperature processes, respectively.

Pake18:

-(A*/?L)2arctan(27raTcAn), (9.2)

in which Ai/i*N is the width of the partially averaged line.

Although eqn 9.1 and 9.2 originally were derived for a line broadened by dipolar inter-

actions, the application to a quadrupole-broadened line proved to be successful.18"21 When

we finally a^^ume an Arrhenius type behaviour for the correlation time:

(9.3)

where TC0 is the pre-exponential factor, Eact the activation energy and T the absolute tem-

perature, we can determine TC0 and Eact for all motional processes in all three samples (for

the results see table 9.2). For the samples with two motional processes we used instead of

eqn 9.2 an adjusted equation:

in which and

(

{ - (A^N2)2)arctan(2;raTc2(AI/i))
2 2

(9.4)

are the linewidths at half maximum after the first and second

motional averaging processes, and TC1 and rC2 are the correlation times of the low and high

temperature processes, respectively.
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The activation energies of the low temperature processes are less than the 30-40 kJ/mole

obtained for motional processes of sodium ions in faujasites,22 where the motions are assigned

to a local jump between adjacent cation sites, similar to what has been proposed above.
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Appendix A
In chapter 2 the NMR spectra of quadrupolar nuclei were calculated for the relatively simple

case of 77=0. There it was shown that the transformation of the system from the PAS of the

electric field gradient to the LAB-frame was easily performed by standard transformations

in a Cartesian frame. In this appendix the more general equations (77 ̂ 0) will be derived

with the aid of spherical tensor representations. The present discussion will focus on the

application of the calculation method to quadrupole interactions, for a more detailed treat-

ment of the method itself, or applications to other interactions, the reader is referred to the

literature.1"5

The tensors, describing NMR interactions, can generally be reduced to irreducible spher-

ical second-rank tensors which have specific properties under a rotation of the frame axes.

When written as such, the components of the second-rank tensors transform according to:

%i= E !£,(<*./?,7)T2m (A.I)
m=-2

where a, 0 and 7 are the Euler angles of the rotation, transforming the old tensor components

(T2m) into the new frame (T'21). The 2>^,(a/37) are the Wigner rotation matrices from

reference 6, using the convention of reference 3.

In the laboratory frame the quadrupole Hamiltonian can be written as:7

= eQ [Vo {311 - P) +V+1 (/_/, + /,/_) +F_2 (/?) +
Q 4 I ( 2 I D v ( / / + / / ) v ( i l ) } -}

with
Vo = V, f

V± 1 = VXI±iVyi, (A.3)

V±2 = I^-V^iiV,,.

When the components Vj (i=-2- • -2) are written as spherical tensor components f •% with the

superscript (L) defining the frame of reference, here the Lab-frame, the if, in units of eq,

are defined as:

foL =

(A.4)
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Since the only interest lies in the principal values of the electric field gradient (ff), the

laboratory components (if) have to be rewritten in terms of ff's, which are obtained from

eqns. A.3 and A.4. The transformation is easily performed by applying eqn. A.I to !he ff's.

Now let (0,0,0) be the Euler angles which relate the PAS- and the LAB-frame, then:

E K-m(<t>,e,o)ip
m,, (A.5)

m' = - 2

where the ff's are defined by7:

Note, that the third Euler angle is taken as zero, because of the invariance of the interactions

under a rotation around the direction of the static magnetic field Bo.

The secular part of HQ, written in the components (f f"), is then given by:

Evaluation of fp via eqn A.5 then results in the Hamiltonian used in the theory of the

nutation experiments (see eqn. 3.2):

^ T T ) (3 c o s 2 * - ! + >?sin2 ecos20) [3« - I2] , (A.8)

which reduces to eqn 2.20 when »;=0. Calculation of the first-order energies (compare eqn

2.23) and successive integration over the angles 6 and (f>, results in the powder line shapes

of figure 2.6.

When the non-secular part of HQ is used in the second-order perturbation theory, as

described in chapter 2 (eqn 2.26), the second-order correction of spin state m is given to be:

£™ = j ^ - m [(8m2 -41(1 + 1) + l) \t\\% + (-2m2 + 21(1+1) - l) |f2
L|2] , (A.9)

with uiq = 3e2qQ/2I(2I - 1). The shift of the resonance frequency of the \ <-> =£• transition,

due to the second-order quadrupoje interaction can now be written as:

'I2

This general equation now has to be expressed in terms of principal components f f. When no

sample spinning is applied, the f p's are expressed in the principal components by eqn. A.5,
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else, with MAS, a second transformation, involving a rotor axis system, has to be applied.

When the sample is spun with a frequency av, around an axis inclined to the magnetic

field by an angle 0m, the introduction of a rotor frame is necessary. With the assumption that

the spinning frequency is large enough to average all time dependent terms, the spherical

tensor compoi,unt» ;n the lab-frame can be expressed in the rotor-frame {if-) via:

C = E 2>^M,0m,O)f*. (A.ll)

The f |J#'s are expressed in the principal values according to the standard equation:

f*'= £ X^w(<M,7)C.. (A.12)
m"=-2

The third Euler angle of this transformation is a rotation over the angle 7 about the rotor

axis, but the first Euler angle (wrt), describing the transformation to the LAB-frame, is

around the same axis. Thus both angles can be combined in one of the two transformations,

resulting in a rotation angle of (uirt + 7) about the rotor axis. Due to the assumption

of fast spinning, the angle 7 can be omitted because an oscillatory tern in both wrt as

well as (a>rt + 7) is zero when a full period is regarded. Owing to these assumptions, the

transformation of the principal components from the PAS- via the Rotor- to the LAB-frame

can be descibed with the polar angles as shown in figure A.I.
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Figure A.I: Relation between the principal axis frame (ZP) and the rotor frame

(Zr) (left) and between the rotor frame and laboratory frame (ZL) (right).

The total expression for the transformation of the LAB-frame spherical components

to those expressed in the PAS of the electric field gradient is now described by:

2 2

m' = -2 m" = - 2

After a lengthy algebraic manipulation, omitting all terms oscillatory in wr, the shift due to

the quadrupole interaction of the \ *-* -£ transition under sample spinning is given by:

^ ( K I + l ) - ! ) x [ f cos40x (=|1 +

cos2 dx (&-2Vcos 2<j> + f T?2 cos2 20 - ±t)2) +

(=T-\V cos 2<t> - h* cos2 2<t> + IT,2)} +

cos40x ( ^ p - |§7 )i |^2 cos2

cos2

cos4

( ^ S + | J?COS20 - §§7?2 cos2 20 + ^T

With the aid of this expression, it is possible to calculate the variable angle spinning NMR

spectrum of the (| , ^ )-transition of a quadrupolar nucleus. When 9m is chosen 0 or 54.7° (the

magic angle), this equation reduces to the expressions for static and MAS NMR-spectra.6'8"10

The figures of chapter 2 are obtained by integration of this formula over the angles 9 and <j>.
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Samenvatting

In dit proefschrift worden vaste stof NMR experimenten aan zeolieten beschreven. Zeolieten

zijn poreuze, kristallijne alumino-silicaten, bestaande uit AIO4- en SiO,|-tetraëders die met

elkaar verbonden zijn via gemeenschappelijke zuurstof atomen.

In hoofdstuk 1 wordt beschreven hoe door het combineren van deze AIO4- en S1O4-

eenheden een groot aantal verschillende drie-dimensionale structuren verkregen kunnen wor-

den. Al deze structuren hebben als gemeenschappelijk kenmerk, dat zij holies en/of poriën

bezitten waarin behalve kationen ook neutrale moleculen aanwezig kunnen zijn. De kat-

ionen, die nodig zijn om het negatief geladen netwerk te compenseren, nemen vaak zeer

speciale posities in, over het algemeen in de buurt van een negatief geladen A104-eenheid.

Zeolieten worden gebruikt als katalysatoren in talrijke chemische processen, zoals het kraken

van ruwe olie of de synthese van hogere koolwaterstoffen uit methanol. Andere belangrijke

toepassingen zijn o.a. als ionenwisselaar (waterontharder in wasmiddelen) en droogmiddel

(voor het drogen van organische oplosmiddelen).

Hoofdstuk 2 geeft de basisprincipes van NMR (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance of kernspin-

resonantie). Hierin wordt de interactie tussen een uitwendig magneetveld en een magnetisch

dipoolmoment van een kern beschreven, de zogenaamde Zeeman interactie. Deze interactie

kan gemeten worden met behulp van electromagnetische straling wanneer de ingestraalde

frequentie gelijk is aan de zogenaamde resonantiefrequentie van de kern. Deze frequentie is

zowel afhankelijk van het type atoom als van de omgeving waarin het atoom zich bevindt

en kan liggen tussen 100 en 600 MHz, ook afhankelijk van de gebruikte magneetveldsterkte.

Door het meten van de resonantiefrequentie kan informatie verkregen worden omtrent de

omgeving van het atoom.

Dit hoofdstuk behandelt met name de NMR-spectra van quadrupoolkernen; dit zijn

kernen die behalve een magnetisch dipoolmoment ook een electrisch quadrupoolmoment be-

zitten. Het electrisch quadrupoolmoment heeft een interactie met electrische ladingen uit

zijn omgeving, hetgeen van invloed is op de resonantiefrequentie van de kern.

Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijft een 2-dimensionaal NMR experiment, nutatie-NMR, dat uiter-

mate geschikt is om quadrupoolkernen te bestuderen. In dit hoofdstuk wordt met behulp van



het dichtheidsmatrixformalisme het NMR-signaal van een quadrupoolkern uitgerekend als

functie van de pulsduur. Het grootste obstakel hierbij is het oplossen van het eigenwaarden-

probleem, dat in de standaardset van basisfuncties voor I = | een 4e-graads en voor I = |

een 6e-graads vergelijking oplevert. Dit obstakel verdwijnt wanneer een basistransformatie

toegepast wordt, hetgeen leidt tot eenvoudig op te lossen 2e- en 3e-graads vergelijkingen. De

in dit hoofdstuk beschreven theorie wordt toegepast op experimentele resultaten van 23Na

(I=|) in NaNO3 en van 27A1 (I=|) in NH4A1(SO4)2-12 H2O en zeoliet NaA. De overeenkomst

tussen theoretische en experimentele spectra is groot. In dit hoofdstuk wordt tevens een

uitbreiding van het standaard nutatie experiment gegeven, het zogenaamde zz-nutatie ex-

periment. Ook hier worden theoretische en experimentele spectra met elkaar vergeleken voor

de bovengenoemde materialen.

Het effect van MAS op nutatie spectra wordt besproken aan de hand van enkele ex-

perimentele voorbeelden. Het blijkt dat MAS zich met name uit in een verhoging van de

resolutie in de dimensie, die in het twee-dimensionale nutatie experiment overeenkomt met

het normale NMR-spectrum; het nutatie spectrum, de andere dimensie, verandert namelijk

pas wanneer het r.f. veld qua sterkte (in frequentie eenheden) gelijk gemaakt wordt aan de

spinsnelheid.

Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft enkele experimentele aspecten van nutatie NMR, zoals mogelijke

oorzaken van lijnverbredingen en het verkrijgen van puur absorptie lijnvormen in de twee-

dimensionale spectra. De nutatie spectra beschreven in dit proefschrift zijn allen weerge-

geven in de zogenaamde fase-gevoelige puur absorptie-mode. Deze representatie kan alleen

verkregen worden door een speciale Fourier transformatie, waarbij na de eerste transformatie

het i ïaginaire deel wordt weggelaten. Tenslotte wordt in dit hoofdstuk een ontwerp gegeven

van een NMR-probe, waarmee NMR-experimenten bij hoge temperaturen verricht kunnen

worden.

De absorptie van watermoleculen in zeoliet A is bestudeerd met behulp van nutatie NMR

(hoofdstuk 5). De nutatie spectra van zeoliet samples met een variërende hoeveelheid water

worden verklaard uit een locale absorptie van de watermoleculen aan de natriumionen in het

zeoliet. Het blijkt dat eerst de natriumionen in de toegangsringen tot de grote ruimte gehy-

drateerd worden en pas bij hogere waterbeladingen de natriumionen in de grote ruimtes.

Bij hogere waterbeladingen treedt een nieuw effect op in de nutatie spectra van dit zeo-
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Iiet, namelijk dat de resonanties in de nutatie spectra zeer breed worden. Dit effect wordt

in hoofdstuk 6 bestudeerd met behulp van Rotary Echo Nutatie-NMR (REN-NMR). Deze

techniek bestaat uit een nutatiepuls voorafgegaan door twee pulsen met tegengestelde fases

(een zogenaamde M-sequentie). Door het varieren van de tijdsduur van de zx-sequentie

wordt een beeld verkregen van de relaxatiesnelheid van de kern. De relaxatie kan vervolgens

gecorreleerd worden aan bewegingen van watermoleculen en/of natriumionen.

In hoofdstuk 7 wordt het hoge temperatuur gedrag van droog zeoliet A bestudeerd. Met

behulp van 23Na- en 27A1-NMR kan geconcludeerd worden dat zeoliet A een fase-overgang

ondergaat bij ca. 120 °C. Het meest opvallend hierbij is dat eventuele veranderingen in de

NMR-spectra r="ersibel en direct plaatsvinden, terwijl de fase-overgang bij bestudering met

behulp van Rontgendiffractie een hysterese en een grote vertraging vertonen.

Nutatie NMR wordt in hoofdstuk 8 toegepast op halogeensodalieten. De nutatie spectra

worden in dit geval gebruikt om een indruk te krijgen omtrent de quadrupoolparameters

van de natriumionen in het sodaliet. Voor gehydrateerd Cl-sodaliet werd een snelle relaxatie

van de natriumkern vastgesteld, teweeggebracht door beweging van watermoleculen in de

zogenaamde 0-kooien.

Hoofdstuk 9 beschrijft hoge temperatuur experimenten aan zeoliet ZSM-5: met zowel 1-

als 2-dimeTisionale NMR wordt de mobiliteit van natriumionen als functie van de tempera-

tuur bestudeerd.
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